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Introduction
Under the auspices of protecting children, we have accepted the infringement of law
enforcement into one of the most important civic institutions: our schools. Once in schools, the
scrutiny and authority of law enforcement are turned upon schoolchildren themselves, the very
group that’s supposed to be protected. This report is intended to shed light on the origins of
school policing as well as the real and devastating consequences of education under law and
order. Over the past 50 years, schools—particularly in poor Black and Latino communities—
have become sites of increased criminalization of young people. Coupled with the rise of mass
incarceration came a punitive turn toward adolescents and the extension of youth policing from
neighborhood block to street corner, to playground, and finally, to the classroom. Politicians,
law enforcement, and the media created a false panic about youth crime epidemics that justified
the targeted and punitive policing of low-income Black and Latino youth. Later, fears of another
Columbine massacre misguidedly drove the expansion of infrastructure that ensured the
permanent placement of police in schools. As this report outlines, the permanent presence of
police in schools does little to make schools safer, but can, in fact, make them less so.
Like other criminal justice policies that have fueled mass incarceration,1 at its origins, school
policing enforced social control over Black and Latino youth who could no longer be kept out of
neighborhoods and schools through explicitly discriminatory laws. Today, police officers
assigned to patrol schools are often referred to as “school resource officers,” or SROs, who are
described as “informal counselors” and even teachers, while many schools understaff real
counselors and teachers.2 Their power to legally use physical force, arrest and handcuff students,
and bring the full weight of the criminal justice system to bear on misbehaving children is often
obscured until an act of violence, captured by a student’s cellphone, breaks through to the
public. Police in schools are first and foremost there to enforce criminal laws, and virtually every
violation of a school rule can be considered a criminal act if viewed through a police-first lens.
Schools offer an ideal entry point for the criminal justice system to gather intelligence, surveil
young people, and exercise strong-arm policing tactics to instill fear and compliance. The
capacity for school policing to turn against students instead of protecting them has always
existed, and it continues to pose a first-line threat to the civil rights and civil liberties of young
people.
President Donald J. Trump has committed to a “law and order” administration—a promise that
includes an embrace of “broken windows” policing and “stop and frisk.”3 Linking hyperbolic
rhetoric about drugs and gangs with failing schools, President Trump has described cities as
grounds of “American carnage.”4 Such language echoes the discredited and damaging hysteria of
decades past. We have every reason to fear that this rhetoric will translate into actions, and
history shows us that these will have grave consequences for low-income communities of color,
which have time and time again been the subjects of these policies.
A resurgence of the ethos of broken windows policing will no doubt have an impact on school
policies, as policing in schools reflects policing outside schools. We have, over the past several
years and as a result of cellphone cameras, seen police physically abuse children for common
youth behavior. A “law and order” presidency could reverse recent guidelines issued by the
Departments of Justice and Education encouraging schools to limit law enforcement
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involvement in discipline, and it could lead to an expansion of the most harmful practices in
school policing. Before this happens, we must understand the bad policies and flawed
assumptions that got us here and the impact they have on families and communities. We must
make a deliberate choice to embrace alternative approaches to school safety.

The Origins of School Policing

Demands for Equality Met With Calls for Law and Order
During the first half of the 20th century, millions of Black men and women fled the violent
repression of the Jim Crow South, heading north and west seeking economic opportunity.
Arriving in industrial towns from New York to Chicago to Los Angeles, Black families were
confronted with rampant discrimination. White residents used a variety of mechanisms,
including racial covenants (contracts that prohibited the sale or rental of property to Black
Americans and other marginalized residents) zoning regulations, tax codes, and scare tactics, to
maintain the lines of segregation in neighborhoods and schools. As de jure forms of segregation
were dismantled by the efforts of civil rights leaders, white residents turned to violence and
vandalism, which spilled over into newly integrating schools.5 In 1948, the Los Angeles School
Police Department had its genesis as a security unit designed to patrol schools in increasingly
integrated neighborhoods.6
Across the country over the next decades, policing proliferated in neighborhoods where the
promise of civil rights was undermined by overt opposition as well as structural discrimination
in housing, jobs, and education. Politicians and academics diagnosed entrenched socioeconomic
inequality, rising poverty rates, and the ensuing uprising of urban residents as a lack of “law and
order”7 caused by Black and Latino residents themselves rather than the discriminatory systems
they confronted.8 In schools, too, white communities argued that desegregation could not occur
too quickly, claiming that a lack of discipline among Black children would bring disorder to
white schools. 9 In place of policies and programs to promote equitable access to housing,
employment, and schooling, public officials pursued a program of social and economic control.
Strategies aimed at policing Black and Latino youth were essential to this punitive framework.
Relying on a law enforcement response, no matter the stated intention, came with clear costs.
For example, although a committee formed to study juvenile justice proposed in 1957 to station
uniformed police officers in every city public school, efforts were directed almost exclusively at
poor Black and Latino neighborhoods. 10 Representatives of the New York City Police
Department (NYPD) depicted Black and Latino students in low-income neighborhoods as
“dangerous delinquents” and “undesirables” capable of “corroding school morale.”11 Then as
now, education advocates, parent groups, and teachers’ unions recommended that if there were
funding to spend on staffing up law enforcement in every public school, that money should
instead go to hiring “reading teachers, psychologists, guidance counselors, and others.”12 The
guidance counselors never came. Today, New York City public schools are patrolled by 5,200
full-time police officers and employs just over 3,000 guidance counselors.13
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By 1967, fictionalized news reports published by local and national media demonized young
people of color as “roving bands of Negro youth”14 taking “over certain areas and terroriz[ing]
residents” and maintaining “continual youth warfare.” 15 In exaggerated fashion, newspapers
described youth violence as “constantly expanding” into “systems of terror over
neighborhoods.” 16 The President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice of 1967 identified youth as the biggest impediment to overall crime reduction, stating,
“America’s best hope for reducing crime is to reduce juvenile delinquency and youth crime.”17
Though on the surface this applied to all young people, contemporary critics of the elevation of
youth policing noted that “While acknowledging that the children of middle-class, suburban
families often violate the law and antagonize public officials, anti-delinquency policies usually
proceed upon the premise that ‘delinquency’ is the sole property of lower-classes. Suburban
youth commit crimes; urban youth become delinquent.”18
In the same moment that Black and Latino students were fighting for equal educational
opportunities, public officials blamed students’ “welfare state outlook” for the deterioration of
schools. 19 Violent attacks on Black students in Los Angeles, Boston, and elsewhere were
presented as a time bomb that Black students created.20 Public officials suggested that a closer
relationship between schools and law enforcement would result in student accountability.”21 In
1966, the police department in Tucson, Arizona, had stationed police on six junior high school
campuses.22 In the following year, Baltimore City Public Schools asked for over 20 full-time
police for its schools. 23 And in Washington, D.C., eight armed and 25 unarmed policemen
undertook random check-ins at the city’s 136 elementary schools as part of their regular beats.24
In 1979, in Boston, during the mandatory desegregation of South Boston High School, while
white students rioted uninterrupted in the hallways, police refused to allow 10 Black students
whom they identified as “potential troublemakers” to enter the school.25 By 1972, urban school
districts in 40 states had some form of policing within their schools.26 As a result, youth of color
were policed in neighborhoods, in bodegas, in housing project stairwells, and now, in
classrooms.27
In some areas, leaders argued that “positive” interactions between police and youth of color
were essential to better community relations.28 That was the narrative that public officials in
New Jersey’s Somerset County used to form a partnership between the school district and the
county police in 1973. The program sought to staff two low-income schools with full-time
officers to quell tensions surrounding school desegregation. According to the superintendent,
“[i]nvestigation and enforcement is not the school resource officer’s primary role. We’re trying
to do just the opposite—to build confidence in the individual.”29 Programs such as the one in
Somerset County developed in states as disparate as Arizona, California, and Michigan, though
all were concentrated in urban areas, where the policing of low-income communities of color
had become routine. The positive rhetoric surrounding these initiatives normalized a sustained,
increasingly invasive, and often hostile police presence in low-income educational institutions.30

Making Delinquency
The expansion of police presence in schools corresponded with a broader shift toward viewing
youth through the lens of criminal justice. Classifying Black and Latino youth as “delinquent” or
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“potentially delinquent” rationalized an expanding police presence for the expressed purposes of
preventing future crime.31 By the late 1960s, youth crime prevention programs were initiated in
many of the nation’s biggest cities. Many of these were funded federally pursuant to the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, which offered grants through the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration to jurisdictions to engage in programming that
encouraged youth to have “respect for law and order.”32
In Kansas City, Missouri, for example, a program allowed teachers and school administrators to
label students as young as nine years old as “pre-delinquent”—which then subjected children
without any history of wrongdoing to a variety of police contacts and marked them subject to
further interrogation.33 In Oakland, California, a “juvenile control coordinator” was hired to
monitor and share information among school and law enforcement officials about youth who
had contact with city agencies. Oakland police would track students whom school
administrators deemed delinquent, detaining young students irrespective of whether or not a
crime was reported.34 As early as 1970, the Chicago Police Department had begun preventative
patrols in the South Side schools, cruising surrounding neighborhoods and sending plainclothes
officers onto school campuses.35
Programs that gave teachers and administrators, as well as law enforcement, the authority to
identify students as “pre-delinquent” are at the origins of what is now called the “school-toprison pipeline.” The extension of punitive agencies into virtually every aspect of the lives of
Black and Latino children and the criminalization of common youth behaviors like
“insubordination”—a vague term that became a catchall for any behavior and that has since been
applied in racially discriminatory ways—predisposed school teachers, law enforcement, and
other officials to treat students as ripe for future criminal activity and virtually ensured a rise in
juvenile crime rates.
With the passage of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, the authority
of law enforcement to engage youth based on assumptions of future behavior was fully
incorporated under federal law. 36 In the years that followed, programs that targeted “predelinquent” youth proliferated throughout major cities. Baltimore City Public Schools allowed
researchers to test some 4,500 students whom teachers had identified as “pre-delinquent” or as
having “maladaptive” behavior, to the outrage of parents, educators, and child advocates. 37
Some school districts lacked any definition of pre-delinquency. Others defined pre-delinquency
by reference to behaviors—“short attention spans . . . [and] quick temper[s]”—recognized today
as likely associated with learning or cognitive disabilities.38 This left room for teachers to label
any student who misbehaved or struggled as pre-delinquent. Though many of these programs
had components that sought to encourage student self-esteem, they simultaneously branded
students with a “red flag” that reinforced prejudgments of criminality by teachers and law
enforcement alike.39
Critics of school policing continued to argue that it was impossible to “dispense education under
armed guard”40 and decried the creation of a “push-out” phenomenon as a turn away from civil
rights promises.41 In 1975, the Washington, D.C., Superintendent of Public Instruction warned
that many schools had already established a “police state atmosphere” that, in some parts of the
country, more closely resembled a prison than a learning environment.42
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Creating Moral Panic
Despite voices of dissent, Black and Latino communities struggling with poverty and entrenched
inequalities continued to face a law-and-order approach to education through the 1970s and
into the 1980s. Central to this approach was the “War on Drugs,” introduced by President
Richard M. Nixon in 1969 and carried forward as a cornerstone of American policy for several
decades. The War on Drugs was, according to top aide John Ehrlichman, a campaign designed
to use fear of addiction to justify a police presence in low-income neighborhoods of color.43 That
police presence reached directly into schools. Posing as high school students, young police
recruits were sent into schools in California, Virginia, and the District of Columbia to find and
arrest students with drugs, most often minimal amounts of marijuana.44 In Los Angeles, 176
students were arrested from just six high schools as part of a tactical raid—the overwhelming
majority for marijuana possession. 45 These tactics were not an essential function of public
safety, but rather a means to survey, catalogue, monitor, and control youth of color.46
When the now infamous “broken windows” policing strategy—which sought to crack down on
petty crimes on the premise that it would prevent more serious ones—was first articulated by
social scientists in 1982, it targeted “rowdy youth” as essential subjects of its application. 47
Consistent with this theory, school policing during this era approximated the brutal policing of
neighborhoods of color at large. Dedicated school police units, intrusive searches of students’
belongings, the use of K-9 units, and the proliferation of patrols increased. Detroit established
mobile sweep teams to check for weapons.48 Jurisdictions such as Boston, Los Angeles, and
Dade County, Florida, established their own full-time school police forces.49 In California, the
Compton Unified School District initiated a district-wide plan that included police and
undercover agents on all school campuses as well as daily sweeps of Compton streets to arrest
truant youth.50 As sociologist Christian Parenti pointed out about New York City, by the 1980s,
students living in segregated poverty had gotten “an unofficial, unacknowledged curriculum on
how to be searched, scanned, ID’d, detained, interrogated, and expelled.”51
News outlets and public officials depicted Black and Latino communities as riddled with gang
violence, drugs, and weapons. A nationwide survey revealed that over 87 percent of adults
believed that there was a rise in serious juvenile crime throughout the 1980s. 52 Yet, while
admissions to juvenile detention centers had grown by 600 percent in the years between 1977
and 1986, there was no violent juvenile crime wave. In fact, much of what young people were
being detained for were minor offenses that were criminal only because of their status as
juveniles.53 In Alabama, 74 percent of incarcerated children were detained for status offenses
(e.g., skipping school), misdemeanors, probation violations, and other minor charges.54
Thus, while crime generally increased in the 1980s, rates of school-based violence were wildly
exaggerated. A 1990 report from the New York Joint Commission on Integrity in the Public
Schools found that media reports of drugs and weapons misrepresented the reality of what was
actually occurring in schools. As the commission’s chair pointed out, “The bottom line is, as far
as I can tell, there was precious little drug use and few weapons. We deliberately tried to pick
schools where there might be.” 55 Commenting on the findings, President of the Board of
Education Robert F. Wagner Jr. said, “Our schools are not the blackboard jungles people
assume.”56 In fact, violence in schools had remained relatively stable since the mid-1980s.57
6

In 1993, even after the commission report debunked such hysteria, Rudy Giuliani, then mayorelect of New York City, exploited panic about youth violence to call for a more militarized
approach to school policing. His plan included the use of SWAT gear in schools, the creation of a
juvenile database to disseminate information on youth through city agencies, and placement of
police officers at every school in the city.58 In stark contrast to school officials studying the issue,
Giuliani painted a picture of an education system in which “Children have been murdered,
teachers have been harmed, the confiscation of weapons in schools keeps increasing.”59
National media and policy debates were permeated with fear of juvenile crime throughout the
1990s. Policymakers and politicians cast youth as potential “superpredators” who, in the words
of John DiIulio, an advisor to President Bill Clinton, were primed to “kill or maim on impulse,
without any intelligible motive.”60 While youth violence was actually declining by the mid-1990s
and was never concentrated in schools, government officials called for increased policing of
schools.61 In 1993, eight Orlando elementary school students ages six through nine were charged
with burglary or theft after they broke into their classroom, tore up report cards, and sprinkled
crayons and tacks on the floor, an incident the local paper referred to as a “rampage.”62 In 1994,
District of Columbia Public Schools added an additional 60 police officers to its school police
force, including several officers drawn from a tactical Violent Crime Response Team.63 For many
young people, school—“the first opportunity most citizens have to experience the power of
government”64—increasingly came to resemble the criminal justice system.

Broken Windows Discipline
Linking criminal justice priorities to the education system expanded the reach of law
enforcement into the lives of students. It also began to shape education policy. States and school
districts adopted “zero-tolerance policies,” which created a system of mandatory suspensions
and expulsions for behavior as trivial as chewing gum, talking back to a teacher, or using a
mobile device (pagers) during school hours.65 In 1989, school districts in Louisville, Kentucky,
and Orange County, Florida, adopted policies to expel students for any activity deemed “gangor drug-related.”66 In the same year, Yonkers, New York, adopted a zero-tolerance policy for any
behavior considered school disruption.67
Much as the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 lent credence to predictive
policing of youth in and out of school, the Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994—which mandated that
students who brought firearms to school be expelled—became a model for a broadly punitive
approach to youth behavior in schools. School discipline codes extended beyond criminal code
to impose strict behavior standards and harsh penalties on students for noncompliance. In
adopting their own zero-tolerance laws, states expanded the definition of a “weapon”—including
to seemingly innocuous objects like nail clippers or Nerf guns—and increasingly applied
exclusionary consequences in situations where student behavior was deemed “disruptive.”68 By
2001, 90 percent of school systems had implemented some form of zero-tolerance or threestrikes discipline policy.69
As more and more students were pushed out of school through policing and zero-tolerance
discipline, new punitive structures were also devised to anticipate the regular removal of
7

hundreds of students from schools. According to data compiled by the National Center for
Education Statistics, alternative school enrollment more than tripled between 1990 and 2000.70
As Education Week reported in 1998, “[p]rivate, for-profit alternative schools can’t multiply fast
enough for parents and principals anxious to find new venues for students cast out of public
schools.”71 In 2001, federal grant funds were allocated to incentivize development of programs
requiring expelled students to perform community service, and to establish the School Security
Technology and Resource Center in partnership with the National Law Enforcement and
Corrections Technology Center.72 Federal education law also incentivized spending on metal
detectors, police officers, and alternative schools.73 As schools pivoted to exclude and push out
students most in need of supportive services and quality education, the perceived need for police
in schools increased.

The Concept of the School Resource Officer
The federal government’s embrace of school policing has made law enforcement patrolling the
halls appear acceptable, even preferable, as embodied by the term “school resource officer.”74
However, an examination of federal policy history reveals flaws in both concept and
implementation.
Alongside the passage of the Gun-Free Schools Act, the Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 199475 allocated $9 billion to increase the numbers of police officers on
streets and encourage crime prevention through “community policing.”76 The federal Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) was formed to administer the funds. Even early
COPS grantees placed emphasis on youth policing, once again cast as “prevention.”77 Among the
early grantees, the expanded Los Angeles Unified School District Police Department received
funding in 1996 for more than 29 additional police officers.78
Media coverage of several heinous school shootings intensified the belief—contrary to actual
crime trends—in a growing threat of juvenile violence and propelled the federal push for police
in schools beyond urban centers. In 1998, for the first time, Congress expressly allocated
funding for COPS in Schools grants. 79 The legislation referred to these police as “School
Resource Officers.” Introducing the bill, Senator Ben Campbell referred to then-recent school
shootings as “shatter[ing] the myth that school violence is a problem solely confined to the inner
cities.”80 Representative James Maloney characterized schools as “increasingly dangerous places
to be” and lamented an approaching demographic shift in which the country would “see a rise in
the number of young people in the age group which might be exposed to these situations.”81
Days after the Columbine High School shooting in 1999, President Clinton cited the first round
of COPS grants as a response that would allow schools and police to form partnerships focused
on “school crime, drug use, and discipline problems.”82 In 1998 and 1999, “COPS awarded 275
jurisdictions more than $30 million for law enforcement to partner with school entities to
address crime and disorder in and around schools.”83
In a nod to the educational mission of schools, lawmakers also asserted that school police would
use tactics other than arrests and use of force. Senator Campbell stated that police in schools
“would develop or expand community justice initiatives” and “train students in conflict
8

resolution,”84 a role Senator Lincoln Chafee, a co-sponsor, described as the “most important[]”
objective of school resource officers.85 Members of the House similarly emphasized restorative
justice goals and the prevention of police and court involvement.86 However, as with earlier
iterations, the promise of positive support services eased the way for the expansion of policing
powers, but the services never materialized. Instead, police, who were neither trained nor
certified in counseling or social work, carried on with traditional policing models, addressing
perceived rowdiness and disorder through arrests and surveillance of schoolchildren.

Cracks in the Façade
Community policing did not materialize according to its rationale in either neighborhoods or
schools. Outside of schools, a review by the National Institute of Justice found that communityoriented policing grantees engaged in “traditional programs now subsumed under the
community policing label,” 87 relying on zero-tolerance arrests and failing to meaningfully
engage community in partnerships.88 By 2005, the effectiveness of COPS school policing grants
also faced questions from both the right and the left.89 The predicted wave of juvenile crime had
given way in the national consciousness to fears of terrorism, and congressional budget battles
pitted community policing against even more draconian homeland security measures. 90 The
National Association of School Resource Officers (NASRO), while continuing to stress the threat
of weapons and drugs in schools, began to argue that funding of school resource officers was an
essential part of a homeland security response.91 While school police could still be supported
through general grant funds after 2005, designated federal funding for school police ended.92
While federal funding diminished, school districts and county police departments continued to
support a range of programs that criminalized students. In one Pennsylvania county, these
practices were scandalized when it came to the attention of media that zero-tolerance
disciplinary policies were being used to justify referrals to the juvenile justice system. In what
became an egregious example of the connections between school exclusion and practices of
student criminalization, reporters revealed that between 2003 and 2008, almost 2,500 students
had been removed and detained in private juvenile facilities while judges took kickbacks for
their participation.93 In New York, Los Angeles, and elsewhere across the country, programs that
incentivized interconnectivity between schools and law enforcement continued to grow.
The concept of school policing came under further scrutiny as stories like the Pennsylvania
scandal generated concerns over the negative consequences of punitive school discipline,
dubbed the “school-to-prison pipeline.” 94 In 2011, the Obama administration created the
Supportive School Discipline Initiative and embarked on a series of efforts to address punitive
school discipline practices that undermine education and disproportionately impact students of
color.95 In December 2012, the Senate held a hearing entitled “Ending the School-to-Prison
Pipeline.”96 Among those who testified at the hearing, Judge Steven Teske, Chief Judge of the
Juvenile Court of Clayton County, Georgia, spoke about the negative consequences of zerotolerance discipline for both graduation rates and school safety, and the promise of effective
alternative approaches.97
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A New Narrative of School Safety
The momentum for school policing reform hit another setback when just days after the Senate
hearing, a gunman killed 20 young children at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown,
Connecticut. A new narrative ascended to justify school policing, accompanied by renewed
federal support. The month after the tragedy, in January 2013, President Barack Obama
announced a plan to address gun violence, “Now is the Time.” 98 Alongside stronger gun
regulations and mental health provisions, the plan called for federal funding to put more police
officers in schools and to support the purchase of school safety equipment. Starting in 2013 and
continuing through 2016, applicants for COPS grants who requested funds for hiring and
deploying school police received additional consideration. 99 Now is the Time called for
counselors in addition to police, yet once again, the expansion of policing outpaced other
promised measures. In 2013, the first year of the initiative, school policing received almost four
times the federal grant funding as did school counseling ($46.5 million and $12.3 million,
respectively).100

Federal Spending on Cops* vs. Counselors**
$100,000,000.00
$50,000,000.00

Counselors
Cops

$0.00
2013 2014

2015

2016

Total

*Federal funds awarded through the COPS Universal Hiring Program for School Based Policing.
**Federal funds awarded through the Elementary and Secondary School Counseling Program
(ESSCP). Program funds were eliminated in the 2016 reauthorization, the Every Student Succeeds
Act, and replaced, along with other grant programs, with a combined grant program.

The Expanding Presence and Costs of School Policing

The Growth of School Policing
While students in low-income communities of color have long experienced school policing, the
practice has expanded significantly since 1990. In 1975, only 1 percent of schools reported
having police officers stationed onsite.101 By the 2003-2004 school year, 36 percent of schools
reported having a police presence.102 Today, NASRO boasts that “[s]chool-based policing is the
fastest-growing area of law enforcement.”103
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Today, 24 percent of elementary schools and 42 percent of high schools have police on
campus.104 However, most schools still do not have police,105 and school policing continues to
disproportionately impact young people of color. As of 2013, 51 percent of high schools with
majority Black and Latino enrollment had law enforcement officers on campus, and across the
country, Black students were more than twice as likely as their white classmates to be referred to
law enforcement or arrested at school.106
Federal, state, and local support have all fueled the growth of school policing.107 A 2004 survey
conducted by NASRO of attendees at its national conference found that 45 percent of
respondents had school resource officer positions that were currently or formerly supported by a
COPS grant.108
Between 1995 and 2016, the federal Office of Community Oriented Policing Services spent
nearly $300 million (at least $286,293,110) on the creation of school policing infrastructure.109
Most of this money—$236,667,950—has gone to seed the establishment of school police officer
positions in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. An additional $49,625,160 has paid for security programs and equipment.
In addition to grants through the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, federal
dollars have supported the expansion of school policing through state sub-grants under a
number of federal programs. Between 1994 and 2009, up to 40 percent of funding through the
Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act (SDFSCA), provided through the Department
of Education, could be used to hire and train school police and to support other security
measures, such as metal detectors.110 Virginia, for example, allocated half a million dollars of
SDFSCA grant funds in 1998 for the hiring of school resource officers.111 The Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s (OJJDP) Juvenile Accountability Incentive Block Grants
and Juvenile Accountability Block Grants also provided funding sources for school police
through 2014.112 For example, in South Carolina, OJJDP sub-grants totaling close to $2 million
funded 11 officers for two to three years each between 2001 and 2006.113 Finally, Bureau of
Justice Assistance (BJA) Byrne Justice Assistance Grants (JAGs) continue to provide funding
for school policing.114 In 2012, Virginia used $446,342 in BJA funds to support school resource
officers in 22 counties. Localities were required to match this with a total of $195,659.115 The city
of Longview, Washington, received nearly half a million dollars in local JAG funds ($467,085)
between 2005 and 2016 to support its school resource officer program.116
Federal funding for school policing, particularly in the early 2000s, fueled an expansion of the
creation of school policing programs and lent credence to the practice. Following the federal
model, a number of states have also instituted grant programs for school police (e.g., Arizona,117
Idaho, 118 Indiana, 119 Kentucky, 120 Minnesota, 121 Mississippi, 122 New York, 123 Pennsylvania, 124
Tennessee,125 and Virginia126).
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The Local Squeeze
While federal funding has legitimized and expanded the concept of the school police officer, the
majority of funding for school police comes out of local budgets. After a federal or state grant
runs out, localities are expected to maintain the school police officer position through local
resources. The price tag for school policing can add up quickly. The cost of maintaining a single
school police officer can be more than $100,000 per year.127 As the ACLU of Washington found,
Spokane Public Schools paid over a million dollars in one year for school police officer salaries
and benefits.128 The struggle over funding for school police plays out in communities large and
small and occurs in a context in which, across the country, spending on corrections at the state
and local levels has grown at triple the rate of education spending.129
For example, Anchorage, Alaska, introduced school police through a COPS grant. When grant
money ran out, the city struggled to cover the $3 million annual cost of policing schools and
eventually shifted the entire cost to the school district.130 In 2013, when asked how the school
district would cover an already substantial budget deficit while paying for school police, a
district representative responded, “[a]nything and everything is on the table at this point.”131
Amid ongoing education budget struggles, the city eventually took on the cost of school policing
again,132 but no matter the agency budget line, the $3 million cost of the school policing program
is paid by the Anchorage community at a time when funds for teachers continue to be cut.133
As the designated COPS in Schools grant program came to a close in 2005, the COPS office
commissioned a guide to maintaining a school policing program. The guide recommends that
school districts keep police on campus at the expense of other school priorities by cutting
budgets and “reallocat[ing] 1% from other budget line items—e.g., technology, supplies, sports,
capital expenditures.” 134 The West Orange, New Jersey, city council maintained its school
resource officer program by cutting funding for recreation, the public library, and public
works.135 In 2013, Chicago Public Schools—facing a budget crisis wherein the district cut several
educational staff positions—increased its payments to the Chicago Police Department to $13
million to fund 152 police officers stationed in Chicago schools.136 In North Carolina, which
ranks 46th in per-pupil spending,137 school police placements have increased in recent years,
“despite decreasing funding for support staff (e.g., counselors, social workers, and
psychologists) and other essential personnel and resources in public schools.”138
Even when new funding is allocated for specific educational purposes, it may be diverted to pay
for policing. In 2013, California enacted a local control funding formula intended to promote
equity and provide additional services for English-language learners, foster youth, and lowincome students. Yet in some districts, funding intended to help students has instead been used
to support school policing. The Education Trust found that of the 40 school districts sampled,
roughly half utilize these funds for school policing.139 In California, Stockton Unified School
District spent funds on “nine full-time police, one full-time crime data analyst, eight full-time
high school campus safety monitors, and a $1.5-million security system.”140 It did not explain
how this would increase or improve services for the students the funds are intended to benefit.141
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What Does a Police Officer Do in School?
The role of police in schools differs from state to state, district to district, and school to school.142
At the national level, the federal COPS office and professional organizations like NASRO have
come to describe the job of the school resource officer as a triad of law enforcement, counseling,
and teaching.143 Whether or not school police in a particular district or school espouse elements
of this triad, school police are always, first and foremost, engaged in law enforcement.

Law Enforcer
Law enforcement forms the foundation of the school resource officer triad and is always a school
police officer’s primary role.144 In keeping with this foundation, police officers spend the largest
percentage of their time on law enforcement145 and describe their role at schools as focused on
disorder and rowdiness (though not within-school violence). 146 Yet the “criminal” disorder
addressed by police in schools is the type of adolescent conduct that otherwise would be handled
through school discipline.147
2005 guidance from the federal Office of Community Oriented Policing Services exemplifies
how student behavior can be redefined as criminal when police are brought into schools. The
guide relays this example of “peer learning” among school police:
A relatively new SRO called [an experienced SRO, Jameson] for advice
about how to handle a student who reported that another student had a
pocket knife in school. The new SRO had already searched the student
and found the knife—and cigarettes. The assistant principal wanted the
student arrested for weapons possession, but the SRO had pointed out
that it was not illegal in Illinois to have a pocket knife. The SRO was
unsure whether he could charge the student with some other offense.
Jameson said to ticket the student for possession of cigarettes and charge
him with disorderly conduct on the grounds that, because other students
knew of the knife, the student’s carrying it in school had created a
disruption.”148 [emphasis added]
The guide further identifies administrator resistance as a barrier to school policing programs,
citing the example of a police officer who “once had to threaten to arrest a principal for
interfering with a police officer in the performance of his duty when the administrator was
physically barring [the police officer] from arresting a student.”149 Similarly, NASRO cautions
against “convert[ing] some violations of law and school rules into teachable moments and
educational opportunities” and suggests that this could “lead to criminal liability for obstruction
of justice” by educators.150
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Informal Counselor
School police officers are sometimes also described as “informal counselors.”151 However, if our
schools are in need of additional counselors and adult role models, turning to police is not an
obvious or the most suitable choice. Unlike a school psychologist or social worker, for example, a
police officer lacks specialized training.152 A school counselor’s first duty is to the students they
counsel, and they are bound by ethical standards to keep student information confidential
absent certain exigent circumstances.153 Police officers do not have the same obligation. Instead,
police may share information with other law enforcement agencies or use information gathered
against a student or a students’ family and friends. As one school police officer relayed, “there
are limits to the confidentiality [kids] can assume with you [an SRO].’”154 A child may believe
they are confiding in a trusted adult, only to find the conversation turn into an interrogation and
end with their arrest.155

Teacher
Identified roles for school police also include teaching and mentoring, yet when these roles are
undertaken, they serve law enforcement rather than educational objectives. At best, these efforts
are intended to foster positive views of police or teach children about crime, objectives which do
not require regular assignment to schools.156 However, the effects of such efforts are not always
benign. For example, in Milwaukee Public Schools, a pilot program for fourth and fifth graders,
Students Talking It Over with Police, or STOP, was initiated with the goal of increasing positive
perceptions of police among youth.157 A review caused the school district to abruptly cancel the
program.158 Concerns included “a classroom skit in which an actual police officer pretends to
pull out a gun and threatens to shoot if a student runs away — and then repeatedly yells: ‘Bang,
bang, bang,’” and a requirement to sign a pledge “never to run from the police, fight with police,
or argue with the police.”159 According to a member of the review committee, it “teaches students
the police are correct and that the problem is really the youth.”160

Emergency Responder
Although not a part of the triad, following the Newtown shooting, increased emphasis has been
placed on the school police officer as emergency responder. Police can play an important role in
emergency preparedness, but this role does not require regular presence patrolling a school,161
nor does research support reliance on school-based police to deter school shootings.162 First, a
narrow focus on assigning police to schools detracts from creating a comprehensive emergency
response plan. Government researchers found that incorporation of school police in school
emergency planning increased from 42 percent of schools in 2007 to 89 percent in 2015;
however, there was virtually no change in the number of schools involving other community
partners, such as a local health agency, in their emergency response planning.163 Schools and
communities may also overlook other evidence-based approaches to school safety. In 2000, the
Secret Service reported its analysis of past incidents of targeted violence at schools; it
recommended, “schools may make the best use of their resources by focusing on prevention, and
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not by relying exclusively on law enforcement to respond to and resolve school-based attacks.”164
Similarly, following the Newtown shooting in 2012, many school districts wasted time and
money on efforts like hiring school police in a rush to respond, but without careful analysis of
the evidence. 165 When the Sandy Hook Advisory Commission released its report and
recommendations after thorough investigation and input from experts, it focused on safety
solutions like ensuring that all classroom doors can be locked and keeping an up-to-date
emergency plan.166

School Disciplinarian
In recent years, groups like NASRO and the federal COPS office have acknowledged the
potential of school police to contribute to the school-to-prison pipeline and the negative
consequences for students. The Departments of Justice and Education have stated that police
should not be involved in school discipline. 167 NASRO also recommends that agreements
between school districts and police should “[p]rohibit SROs from becoming involved in formal
school discipline situations that are the responsibility of school administrators.”168
However, the blurred line between school discipline and “criminal disorder” is imbedded in the
practice of stationing police within schools. In a 2012 report that is still widely recommended,169
NASRO advises as a matter of “best practice” that “an SRO who observes a violation of the
school code of conduct” should “tak[e] the student(s) to where school discipline can be
determined solely by school officials.”170 Although they may not write up the discipline slip, this
scenario still places the school police officer in the position of responding to disciplinary
matters. Without any suspicion of criminal activity, a school police officer is advised to detain a
student, perhaps even through physical restraint. Police officers generally do not have the power
to forcibly detain a person when no crime is suspected. 171 However, police presence in the
hallways, the cafeteria, or the classroom is intended to convey a higher degree of authority and
the ability to invoke police powers to arrest and apply force. The involvement of a police officer
in school discipline can escalate alarmingly. If a student does not respond to a request to follow
a school rule, attempts to shake a police officer’s grip, or talks back to a police officer, they may
find themselves charged with resisting arrest or felony obstruction, 172 “wrestled to the
ground,”173 placed in a chokehold,174 or with an arm snapped behind their back.175
In Oklahoma City, a school police officer ordered a 16-year-old student to go back to class after
seeing the student in the hall without a pass. When the student refused the officer’s direction to
follow a school rule, the officer responded physically, punching the student twice in the face.176
In January 2017, a 12-year-old Georgia boy was charged with felony obstruction after what the
school superintendent characterized as a “tantrum.”177 A school police officer confronted the boy
over his use of a derogatory term toward his teacher—a simple matter of school discipline. The
boy began to “snatch[] away” from the officer’s grip and stomped on the officer’s foot.
Eventually, the boy was restrained with his arms and feet spread, and he was handcuffed.178
In Houston, a Latina 10th grader was tackled to the ground by three school police, held
facedown with a knee to her head, and handcuffed. Another student’s cellphone video captured
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her anguished cries. Her only offense was not a crime at all but a violation of a school rule. She
had been using her phone to call her mother against school rules.179

The School-Police Partnership Puts Students’ Rights at Risk
School policing is not driven by educational objectives. The concept of the school-police
partnership was developed by law enforcement and continues to be shaped and controlled by
law enforcement and a criminal justice response to youth. A 2001 COPS guide explains that “[a]
primary objective of partnering is to share the burden of crime and/or disorder problems among
partners and appropriate stakeholders,”180 namely educators and students. The greater degree of
control that school systems exercise over students can be used to further law enforcement
objectives, undermining students’ rights in the process. These collaborations are in tension with
the common understanding that schools act to protect and educate the children in their charge.

Privacy Rights
Schools are entrusted with a significant amount of private information about children, including
discipline reports, video recordings, and a growing body of digital information. The Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (commonly referred to as FERPA) sets limits on school
employee access to and use of this information in order to protect student privacy. 181
Additionally, under the Fourth Amendment’s protections against unreasonable search and
seizure, police are required to have a warrant or a specific legal exception to access private
records. School-police collaborations violate the spirit, and potentially the letter, of these laws
and invite police overreach. For example, school officials are encouraged to collaborate with law
enforcement by assessing student records for potential criminal activity, such as information
from a counselor about challenges at home, medical records, and behavioral records.182 Some
school districts designate their surveillance camera footage as a law enforcement record,
meaning that videos of students in the classroom may be shared and used among law
enforcement entities and that it is more difficult for parents to access footage of their children
relied on to administer discipline and make criminal charges.183 In some cases, even students
may be recruited to gather intelligence and investigate classmates.184
Police stationed in schools often function to gather information that can be shared with other
law enforcement. In Lakewood, Colorado, school police prepared a bulletin to “share
information about problem juveniles,” including the juveniles’ “names, dates of birth, and home
addresses, and sometimes their photographs,” with outside law enforcement.185 South Carolina’s
2014-2020 strategic plan identifies school resource officers as “an excellent source of
intelligence” on gangs.186 Similarly, in Lincoln, Nebraska, school resource officers are tasked
with “monitoring known gang members and their associates.”187 In Utah, school police worked
with outside law enforcement to stage a gang sweep of a high school. This incident led to an
ACLU lawsuit on behalf of our client, who was interrogated, searched, photographed, and
labeled as a gang tagger solely based upon the graffiti-style print on his backpack and the color
of his skin.188
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School police can also assist in furthering federal policing objectives. Under the federal
Countering Violent Extremism program, a partnership was created with Minneapolis schools to
monitor children in the lunchroom and report to the FBI about their thoughts and beliefs.189
These practices carry a high risk of violating students’ constitutional rights and invite insidious
racial profiling. The infrastructure of school police makes such surveillance of students more
feasible. In the past, some school-based police have also reported students to Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, a practice that jeopardizes the safety of immigrant students and
discourages their participation in school, in violation of their constitutional rights.190
Law enforcement agencies also feed information into schools, relying on educational partners to
extend punitive consequences beyond the formal reach of the criminal justice system. The
Chicago Police Department sends daily reports to schools for any student arrested offsite.191
Hence, crimes committed outside of school are used to discipline students in school
environments as well.192

Criminalizing Adolescent Conduct
When adolescent behaviors are criminalized, students in policed schools may find themselves at
greater risk of entanglement with the criminal justice system merely by virtue of attending
school.193 For example, the San Bernardino City Unified School District, in California, makes
more juvenile arrests than do municipal police in some of California’s largest cities,194 and 91
percent of these arrests are for misdemeanors like disorderly conduct.195 In the Jefferson Parish
Public School System, the largest in Louisiana, the Southern Poverty Law Center found that the
most common cause of student arrests was “interference with an educational facility.”196 These
findings are consistent with American Bar Association assessments of the juvenile justice
systems in many states; the assessments found that school-based referrals and arrests had
increased dramatically by the mid-2000s, with schools using the juvenile justice system as a
“‘dumping ground’ for youth with special needs.”197 In one North Carolina county, a full “twothirds of delinquency case complaints came from the public school system,” and across the state,
“[c]hildren as young as six and seven are referred to court for issues that seem clearly to relate to
special education status.”198 Similarly, reviewers in Maryland found that “in interviews, many
law enforcement officials across several counties reported a spike in juvenile arrests during the
school year due to the presence of school resource officers.”199
In South Carolina, the misdemeanor crime of “disturbing schools” is consistently among the
leading charges made against young people, sending thousands of youth into the criminal justice
system for offenses as vague as acting “obnoxiously.”200 In 2015, this law was used to criminally
charge a student who had taken out her phone in class, as well as her classmate Niya Kenny,
who criticized the actions of a police officer when he violently ripped the young girl from her
desk. The ACLU is challenging the constitutionality of the disturbing schools statute on behalf of
Niya Kenny and schoolchildren across the state of South Carolina.
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Danielle’s* Story
I think of myself as a good kid. I mostly
keep to myself, but I like to be a part of
things, too — I’ve sung in my church choir
and served on my high school improvement
council. Still, some things make me
different. I had lead poisoning when I was
little, which left me with a learning
disability, and I also have asthma and a
heart condition. Sometimes I’ve been
bullied in school.
Last spring, two girls started a fight with me
and my friend in our school, Stall High
School, in Charleston County, South Carolina. Teachers quickly broke it up, and sent me to the
nurse’s office with a goose egg on my forehead — I was the only one injured. I knew I was in
trouble, but I never expected I’d be charged with a crime.
After the fight, I was suspended from school for five days, and my grandmother grounded me.
When I found out I also had to face criminal charges, I was really scared. All four of us were
charged as adults with “disturbing schools” under state law, and sent to court.
No one told me what would happen when I went to court. I didn’t have a lawyer. Actually, there
were no lawyers in the courtroom, for any side — just the school police officer who had asked for
my statement. It was terrifying. Everyone was watching me, and I didn’t know what to say.
The judge asked the police officer what he recommended for us, and the officer said pretrial
intervention. I didn’t really know what that was, but I agreed. The judge gave me a suspended
sentence on condition that I complete the pretrial intervention program of community service
and counseling or education. If I didn’t complete it, I’d get a $400 fine or 20 days’
imprisonment. After the hearing, I found out that pretrial intervention costs $300 or even more.
My grandmother, who is my guardian, doesn’t have that kind of money. I went to the program
office and filled out the application forms, but couldn’t pay the fee. They rejected my application.
Since we had no money to pay the fine, I thought I was going to jail. The stress affected me. I
started having heart palpitations every week, and often blacked out. My grandmother’s kidney
and back problems got worse too — I worried about her.
Fortunately, I found a public defender who got my case reopened and dismissed. I enrolled in a
new school this year. I still hope to go to college and eventually become a nurse. But I also worry
teachers, police, and other kids will think of me as a troublemaker or a bad person.
I know that fighting is wrong, and there should be consequences. But I don’t think anyone
should face criminal charges over a scuffle like that — it shouldn’t create a record that could
derail kids’ futures and ruin their lives. I was lucky that my case was dismissed, but there are
students who aren’t so lucky.
*Danielle’s name has been changed to protect her privacy.
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Students in policed schools are criminalized for behaviors that annoy adults but are a typical
part of adolescent development. 228 Additionally, research has shown that police officers are
more likely to arrest juveniles than adults engaging in similar behaviors, and more likely to
exercise authority over perceived disrespect by juveniles. 229 This dynamic can mean that a
perceived school rule violation ends up treated as a crime. Examples are all too common. In New
Mexico, a student was charged with disturbing schools for fake burping.230 In South Carolina,
students have been charged with disorderly conduct for cursing in school.231
Even more serious-sounding criminal laws may be applied to not-so-serious behavior. A middle
schooler in Virginia was charged with assault and battery with a weapon—after she threw a baby
carrot at a teacher.232 Another student was charged with drug possession after carrying a maple
leaf to school.233 At times, students are charged with crimes in circumstances entirely beyond
their control. In Clarksville, Tennessee, police conducted a random, warrantless search of a high
school senior’s car in which they found a fishing knife left by his father, a commercial fisherman.
Just months from graduation, David was charged with the crime of possession of a weapon on
school property and faced a 90-day suspension from school.234 In Texas, a 13-year-old student
faced two to 10 years in prison on felony forgery charges after paying for lunch with a $10 bill
that turned out to be fake.235 The student, who qualified for the free and reduced-price lunch
program and whose parents offered to repay the $10, was also sent to an alternative school.

WHAT DOES SCHOOL CRIME LOOK LIKE?
CRIMINAL CHARGE

STUDENT BEHAVIOR

Disrupting school

Spraying perfume;201 fake burping;202 fake fart spray;203
fake fart spray (again);204 fake fart spray (and again);205
refusing to change a t-shirt depicting a hunting rifle;206 not
following instructions;207 criticizing a police officer208

Disorderly conduct

Kicking a trashcan;209 cursing;210 refusing to leave the
lunchroom;211 arguing;212 documenting bullying213

Assault

Throwing a paper airplane;214 throwing a baby carrot;215
throwing skittles;216 fake fart spray (one more time)217

Weapons

Science experiment (volcano);218 science experiment
(clock);219 paring knife;220 children’s knife221

Battery on a police officer

Five year-old with ADHD had a tantrum222

Terroristic threats

Eight year-old with a disability made a threatening
statement to a teacher223

Drug possession

Carrying a maple leaf224

Petit larceny

Taking a milk carton225

Felony forgery

Buying lunch with a fake $10 bill226

Indecent exposure

Wearing saggy pants227
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The Roberts’ Family’s Story
In rural Washington state last
year, Nathan, 16, and his
adoptive brother Caleb, 14,
played a prank, letting off fake
fart spray at their Clarkston
high school. Their father,
Robert, supported the school
when it issued the boys a
suspension and reprimanded
them himself. He thought that
was the end of the incident. He
was shocked when he learned
that the boys were being
charged with felony assault
and disturbing schools.
Those charges set off a cascade of negative consequences for the family. When the boys returned
to school from suspension, the school police officer questioned each of them. The brothers do
not recall being told about their rights, only being threatened with serious charges. When
Nathan learned that he was being charged with a felony, he worried about losing his rights,
including the right to vote and to own a hunting rifle, before he even had the chance to exercise
them. Caleb and Nathan also describe the shame of being on probation. As Nathan relays, other
people are on probation for things like robbing stores or stealing cars; “people automatically
assume that’s what we were doing.” Says Caleb, “It’s embarrassing. It’s not something you want
to tell someone. . . . I don’t want to be looked down upon.”
Their father has other worries, too. “This is a high poverty area, and there aren’t a lot of good
jobs,” he laments. “With a criminal record, they’ll be kept out of the few decent jobs in town.”
Robert moved to Washington at 16 and found work as a mechanic. The work was hard, but it
allowed him to build a life for himself. He worries that this incident will prevent Nathan and
Caleb from doing the same and will leave them “stuck in the system, never getting ahead.”
Eventually, the boys’ felony charges were downgraded. But the experience has shaken the entire
family’s trust in their school and justice systems and left them in a constant state of fear. The
boys were required to pay restitution, a cost their father struggles to cover. Says Robert, “It’s not
something I can do right out of my hand, but I’ll have to. I’m worried about it. . . . I also don’t
want them to go to jail.” Nathan fears that any small thing, like a speeding ticket, could end up
making life much worse. Robert sees a system that was unconcerned with how his sons were
treated by adults in authority, but willing to bring the full weight of the law down against his
children. “I feel like the police officer is really in school to protect the school and the local elites,
not the kids,” he says. “It’s sad to think that you could go to school one day with fart spray and
come home a felon. And for their entire life, this system would want a kid to pay for that.”
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Discrimination
Students of color are more likely to be viewed as acting criminally. 236 The Department of
Education reports that nationwide, Black students are more than twice as likely as white
classmates to be referred to law enforcement.237 These disparities in school arrests for minor
infractions like “disorder” and “disturbance” are consistent with research suggesting that bias is
more likely to play a role in categories of discipline that are harder to define objectively, such as
“disrespect.”238 Consistently, there is no evidence that racial disparities in discipline are the
consequence of “differences in rates or types of misbehavior” by Black/Latino and white
students.239
Deeply concerning racial disparities permeate all stages of the juvenile justice system.
Recognizing this, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act requires states to track
and respond to racially disproportionate contact with the juvenile justice system (referred to as
Disproportionate Minority Contact, or DMC). 240 State and local education agencies are also
required to ensure equal educational opportunities for students regardless of race. 241 The
enforcement of criminal laws and discipline selectively against students of color contributes to
the problem of disproportionate contact.242 States and local jurisdictions must be attuned to
disparities and discriminatory outcomes produced by school policing in complying with these
federal laws.
Students of color who have disabilities face compounded discrimination. As the Center for
Public Integrity reported, in the 2012-2013 school year “about 26 percent of all students referred
to law enforcement nationally were special-needs kids — kids with physical or learning
disabilities — even though these kids represent only 14 percent of U.S. enrollment.”243 When a
student exhibits behaviors related to a disability, especially when police officers are called upon
to respond and have neither the training nor information to recognize a student’s disability, a
student may be treated as criminally disruptive.244 Federal civil rights laws prohibit schools from
punishing students for behaviors associated with a disability.245 Law enforcement officers also
must comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, which prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities.246 Here too, schools and law enforcement must take into account
these obligations when examining their approach to student behavior and the role of police in
schools.

Abusive Use of Force
Police are more likely to use force in interactions with young people than with adults,247 and the
school setting does not shield young people. In fact, police in schools often carry weapons
including guns, Tasers, pepper spray, and batons. At times, thanks to a federal grant program,
they have even been equipped with military-grade assault rifles, grenade launchers, and military
vehicles. 248 As one teacher told Rolling Stone, “It’s hard for students to believe that their
education institutions want, encourage, and are trying to develop them . . . when, on the other
side, you’re talking to a highly militarized entity.”249
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Age and the unique circumstances of adolescent development factor into the consideration of
the reasonable force a police officer may apply in making an arrest or investigatory stop.250
Recognizing the vulnerability of young children, the International Association of Chiefs of Police
has identified strategies for avoiding escalation and improving interactions with youth, such as
“approach youth with a calm demeanor,” “be patient,” and “model the respect you expect in
return.”251 Additionally instructive best practices for juvenile facilities prohibit force techniques
that create a risk of injury. The Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative, the most widely
recognized source of national best practices for juvenile detention, provides standards that
prohibit force, including:






Use of chemical agents, including pepper spray, tear gas, and mace;
Use of pressure point control and pain compliance techniques;
Hitting youth with a closed fist, throwing youth into a wall or the floor, kicking or
striking youth, pulling a youth’s hair, or using chokeholds or blows to the head on youth;
and
Using physical force or mechanical restraints for punishment, discipline, retaliation, or
treatment.252

Each of these forms of force has been used by police against young people in schools.
Within just a two-year span from 2014 through 2016, the ACLU identified 141 complaints of
abusive use of force by school police covered by local and national news outlets across the
country. These are the stories we know, often only because students and their families were
brave enough to share them publicly. The stories show alarming applications of force against
young bodies. In addition to the use of pepper spray 253 and Tasers, 254 police officers beat
schoolchildren with batons, punched them, kicked them, placed them in chokeholds, and in
some instances, sexually harassed and assaulted them.255
Pepper Spray (and Other Chemical Agents). The use of pepper spray has been prohibited or
strongly discouraged in enclosed settings, like detention centers, where the chemical spray is
likely to impact many people, including those who may have respiratory or other illnesses.256
The same risk is present in schools. In one North Carolina high school, a police officer dispersed
pepper spray to break up a fight. The pepper spray entered the school ventilation system and
contaminated the cafeteria food, a consequence the school principal described as the more
significant disruption of the school day.257 School police have also used pepper spray to address
challenging but non-threatening adolescent behavior. At a Bibb County, Georgia, school serving
students with emotional and behavioral disorders, a school police officer used pepper spray on a
15-year-old student who had locked herself in a bathroom stall.258 In Birmingham, Alabama, a
court found that police officers used excessive force when they resorted to chemical spray to deal
with “normal – and, at times, challenging – adolescent behavior.”259
Tasers. At times, school police resort to the use of Tasers against students, including when
intervening in disciplinary incidents. In Victoria, Texas, a 16-year-old student was tased by
school police officers. Following the incident, the school released a statement saying that the
student had become “physically agitated,” “irate,” and was “causing damage” to the school after
learning that he was being suspended, and that after the student “repeatedly continued to
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resist,” officers had to forcibly detain and tase him.260 However, security footage later released
showed the boy walking the halls of the school, during which he can be seen punching a wall
once and standing physically calm against a wall for several moments before police officers
encircled him and tased him.261 In Marshalltown, Iowa, a school police officer was called to
respond to a 15-year-old student who was “acting out in class.” 262 According to police, the
student resisted and tried to flee when the officer moved to detain him, at which point the
student was tased. The student was taken to a juvenile detention center and charged with
assault, disorderly conduct, and interference. Similarly, an eighth grader in Virginia was tased
after a school resource officer intervened in his “disruptive” behavior. 263 When the middle
schooler resisted the officer, he was tased and subsequently charged with felony assault on a
police officer. In each of these incidents, officials defended the officers’ actions as justified.
Pain Compliance Techniques. Police officers also employ pain compliance techniques against
students, resulting in the painful twisting and hyperextension of limbs, and even broken bones.
These include incidents like one in Kissimmee, Florida, where a 13-year-old Black boy was
arguing with his mother in the front office of the school when a school police officer intervened.
The police officer flung the small boy to the ground and held his arm twisted behind his back
while the boy cried out in pain.264 In another example from Los Angeles, an 11-year-old Latino
elementary school student, a previous student of the year, had his wrist broken by a police
officer who forcibly twisted his arm behind his back to handcuff and arrest him.265 The police
alleged the boy had been involved in an earlier argument; the boy said he had been a witness.
Hitting, Kicking, Slamming, Choking. Police in schools also resort to punching, kicking,
choking, and slamming the bodies of young students. In one example, a teenage girl in Tampa,
Florida, was accused of having mace in her bookbag—an allegation that proved unfounded.266
But a school police officer became involved in the incident, and Britney ended up with a
concussion, bruises, and a broken jaw. Even after hospitalization for her injuries, the young girl
was suspended from school and faced criminal charges for resisting arrest and disrupting a
school function. Police argued that Britney had injured herself by falling to the ground after
being handcuffed. In Pasadena, Texas, a 16-year-old student was arguing with school staff over
the return of his phone.267 After the boy used profanity, a school police officer told him that he
was under arrest. In the course of detaining the student, the officer struck him 18 times with a
metal nightstick; half of the strikes occurred after the student was on the ground.
Using Handcuff Restraints for Punishment and Treatment. Handcuffing of students in school is
not an isolated occurrence. In some schools and jurisdictions, handcuffing is a routine practice
when police detain a student. Police also frequently apply handcuffs in an effort to subdue
students with emotional and behavioral disabilities. The ACLU of Missouri is representing a
seven-year-old who was held in handcuffs in the principal’s office after being removed from
class.268 And the ACLU Disability Rights Project is representing two Kentucky elementary school
students with disabilities who were handcuffed by a school police officer.269 Their arms were so
tiny that the handcuffs had to be placed around their biceps. In Virginia, a four-year-old boy
with disabilities was handcuffed and shackled after having a temper tantrum in his prekindergarten class.270 And school police in Alton, Illinois, shackled an eight-year-old autistic girl,
restraining her hands, legs, and waist.271 When her uncle picked her up from the police station,
her eyes were swollen from crying. Police stated that the restraints were for the girl’s protection.
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New York City: Why Reporting and Transparency Are Critical to
Understanding Use of Force in Schools
In most places, school police do not collect data on use of force. This lack of transparency
hinders oversight and leaves students all the more vulnerable. As the result of advocacy led by
the New York Civil Liberties Union, New York City adopted legislation known as the Student
Safety Act, providing for meaningful data transparency on the activities of police in schools.
Among its provisions, the act requires the New York City Police Department to provide data on
the use of handcuffs and other restraints in city schools.
The new data shows a disturbing reliance on police to handcuff students in non-criminal
instances, including incidents where a child is experiencing a mental health or emotional crisis,
and even in instances where the police determine that the school is better suited to discipline the
child than law enforcement. The inappropriate use of handcuffs also disproportionately impacts
students of color. In incidents where law enforcement used handcuffs to restrain a child
experiencing a mental health crisis, 98.5 percent of students were Black or Latino, several as
young as seven years old. To facilitate the use of handcuffs on children too young to be arrested,
the NYPD has developed specialized Velcro handcuffs that can be used on children as young as
five years old. These specialized restraints were used in 2014 against a five-year-old Black
student in New York City. Derick, who has ADHD, had a tantrum when it was time to leave gym
class.272 In response, NYPD officers placed Derick in restraints. Cellphone video captured him
crying out for his mother, who said that the experience left Derick afraid to return to school.
Using handcuff restraints as a de-escalation technique, particularly for a child experiencing a
mental health crisis, runs counter to the federal guidelines on school policing and can initiate
multiple forms of trauma that last long beyond the time they remained cuffed.273 Students were
also held in handcuffs for incidents that ended with no police action at all; in incidents where
police handcuffed students who were ultimately released without charges, 100 percent of the
students were Black or Latino.
Students handcuffed in
incidents that led to no
police action

White/
Other
2%

Students handcuffed
during mental health
crisis

Black/
Latino
100%

Black/
Latino
98%

Students in New York City Non-Arrest Handcuffing Incidents Spring 2016
For more detailed statistics, see Appendix B.
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Texas: A Case Study in School-Focused Policing
Given the risks to students posed by police in schools, it is unsurprising that even among police
there is consensus supporting the necessity of training before going into schools.274 However,
most police academies give little if any attention to working with children,275 and many school
police are not required to receive specialized training. 276 Where training is required, school
police may be working in schools for as long as two years before completing training277 and may
not be required to keep training up to date.
Many proponents of in-school policing argue that police assigned to schools fill a unique role
and are better prepared and trained to work in the school setting. The ACLU set out to examine
this theory by reviewing the policies of school district police departments in Texas. Since the
1990s, a growing number of school districts in Texas have brought police in house, using their
power under the Texas Education Code278 to create school district police departments.279 Today,
203 of Texas’ 1,022 school districts operate their own police departments.280 The ACLU and the
ACLU of Texas conducted a survey of a sample of these school police departments281 to examine
how they approach policing focused exclusively on schools. 282 Although the departments
surveyed have the sole responsibility of working in the school setting, our review found that on
the whole, these departments do not operate with policies or training that sufficiently prepare
them to work in schools without endangering students’ rights or safety.
Student Privacy. As in schools across the country, school police in Texas are commonly
authorized to use tactics including metal detector searches, dog sniffs, and searches of cars,
lockers, and sometimes other personal belongings. School police departments also commonly
adopt policies promoting cooperation with other law enforcement agencies. For example, the
Aledo Independent School District (ISD) Police Department includes in the job description and
criteria for its police officers the ability to “[w]ork cooperatively with other police agencies to
share information and provide other assistance.”283 School police also create various records of
students that can be accessed by other law enforcement agencies. Dumas ISD classifies security
camera recordings as police records, meaning that they are not protected as confidential school
records, although they may be used to discipline students.284 Mansfield ISD Police Department
policy provides that the department may “integrate its public safety video surveillance system
with other technology,” including “incident mapping, crime analysis, license plate recognition,
facial recognition,” and other analytical systems. 285 The Austin ISD Police Department
maintains a gang intelligence database.286 These practices allow schools to be used for broader
law enforcement purposes, including marking students for further surveillance outside of
school.
Criminalizing Adolescent Conduct. Many school district police departments do not adequately
distinguish between school discipline and situations in which police should intervene. Each
surveyed school district’s local policy provides school police with authority to enforce school
policies and rules. In one example, that authority is constrained by relatively clear guidelines.
Cypress-Fairbanks ISD Police Department policy calls for school police to “[r]espond to
classrooms to assist teachers with emergencies such as fights or persons with weapons,” but not
“classroom disruptions such as attire, cursing, [or] refusing to comply to class room rules.”287 In
most cases, however, policies are far less clear and leave police with broad leeway. For example,
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Santa Fe ISD Police Department policy provides that officers “shall not become involved in the
routine matters of student discipline,” but it also advises that “[u]pon request, an officer may
assist administrators or teachers in incidents concerning student discipline issues . . . but shall
refrain from taking charge of the discipline and matter unless other circumstances so dictate.”288
Equally confusing, Galveston ISD Police Department policy incorporates an exception that
swallows the rule, providing that “[o]fficers are not to be involved in the enforcement of
disciplinary actions or infractions that do not constitute violations of the law or District policy”
(emphasis added).289
Creating even more confusion, some school district police departments offer general orders that
detail procedures for interrogations and searches but exempt individuals who are students,
referring instead to separate school board policies.290 For example, the Cedar Hill ISD Police
Department distinguishes searches of students from the standard set out in its general orders,
stating that “[i]n conducting searches of students, student property, and District property,
officers shall use the guidelines set forth in District Policies.”291 However, the referenced district
policies are written for school administrators, not police engaging in criminal investigations.292
Similarly, East Central ISD Police Department policy defines a pedestrian stop as “[a]n
interaction between a peace officer and an individual who is being detained for the purposes of a
criminal investigation in which the person is not under arrest” and issues guidance on when an
officer may lawfully stop a pedestrian for questioning. 293 However, the policy inexplicably
excludes stops occurring in a broad area of the department’s jurisdiction; according to the
policy, a “pedestrian stop” does not include “an interaction that takes place inside a school, gym,
administrative building, athletic facility, or a support facility, such as district
transportation/vehicles.”294 In these circumstances, the detailed provisions of general orders do
not provide protections for students when they are detained, questioned, or searched by police.
The policies convey a message to police officers that they do not need to follow the same general
orders and constitutional standards applicable to adults when interacting with young people.
Use of Force. Police in Texas schools are commonly equipped to use force and carry weapons
such as pepper spray, 295 batons, Tasers, and firearms. East Central ISD Police Department
officers are also authorized to keep assault rifles in their vehicles for emergency use.296 School
district police departments are authorized to use the amount of force reasonable, consistent with
legal standards, which will depend upon contextual factors including the age and size of a
subject. Yet school police departments lack use of force guidelines that are specific and oriented
toward juveniles. Departments adopted various and varying provisions addressing use of force,
which range in the degree of protection they afford students. El Paso ISD Police Department
officers are not permitted to carry Tasers,297 while Austin ISD Police Department officers are
prohibited from using Tasers against students younger than 13.298 Other policies do not place an
age restriction on the use of Tasers. Brownsville ISD policy encourages the use of handcuffs on
juveniles, instructing that police officers will handcuff juveniles upon arrest and stating, “The
fact that a prisoner is a juvenile does not preclude the use of handcuffs.”299 Other school police
departments, like those of Cypress-Fairbanks and East Central, permit officers to use discretion
and emphasize that discretion may result in a decision not to handcuff a child or other
individual with special needs.300 Cedar Hill ISD Police Department policy prohibits the use of
handcuffs on elementary school students,301 while Mansfield ISD Police Department officers are
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prohibited from any restraint of a juvenile under 14 “unless he/she is suspected of a dangerous
felony or when the officer has a reasonable suspicion that the juvenile may resist, attempt
escape, injure him/herself, injure the officer or damage property.”302
Without further guidelines or restrictions, some school district police departments permit
officers to restrain students even for non-criminal purposes. Cedar Hill ISD Police Department
officers are permitted to “use and apply physical restraint, including handcuffs,” including to
“remove a student refusing a lawful command of a school employee from a specific location” or
to “restrain an irrational student.”303 Cypress-Fairbanks allows officers to “[a]ssist faculty [to]
physically re[s]train students who are ‘out of control’ and a danger to themselves, others, or are
damaging property.”304 The Pasadena ISD Police Department provides that officers may assist
school administrators responding to a “mentally challenged person” when “necessary to prevent
injury to any person involved.”305 However, officers are “reminded that when [police officers]
restrain any person in their liberty, [police officers] have placed that person under arrest and all
laws applicable to probable cause are then in effect.”306
In the absence of detailed guidelines, police frequently apply force against students. The Texas
Criminal Justice Coalition found that over a three-year period, Pasadena ISD Police Department
officers reported using force against students 129 times, including drawing and pointing
firearms 24 times.307 The Austin ISD Police Department, which researchers found kept more
complete records relative to other school district police departments, used batons or physical
force against students 258 times in three years, including one use of a police dog. 308 News
reports also depict Texas police officers slamming students to the ground,309 punching students
in the face,310 beating students with batons,311 breaking students’ arms,312 tripping and kicking
students,313 and choking students.314 Several of these incidents are described in this report.
The lack of guidance, training, and reporting requirements limiting the use of force by police
officers in schools stands in contrast to the rules protecting juveniles within detention facilities.
Following serious concerns of staff abuse of juveniles in detention, reforms at the Texas Juvenile
Justice Department included policies specifically prohibiting uses of force, including “pinning
down with knees to the torso, head, and/or neck; [] slapping, punching, kicking, or hitting; []
using pressure-point, pain-compliance, and joint-manipulation techniques other than an
approved Handle With Care® method for release of a chokehold, bite, or hair pull; . . . [and]
using other youth or untrained staff to assist with the restraint.”315 Incidents of force within
Texas schools demonstrate a similar need for scrutiny and clear direction on prohibited uses of
force.
Training. In 2016, a new state law went into effect requiring police working in school districts of
more than 30,000 students to obtain training through the state police training body, the Texas
Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE).316 Apart from this training requirement, there is no
standard training requirement for school resource officers in Texas. Nine of the 17 districts that
responded to the ACLU’s request317 have over 30,000 students and are subject to the state’s
mandatory training. Of the remaining eight districts,318 only Aledo ISD Police Department has
opted into the training, while the Fort Bend and Dumas ISD Police Departments indicated that
their officers had some school resource officer training. The training developed by TCOLE
pursuant to the new law includes a total of 16 hours of training on the following topics:
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adolescent development, mental health, crisis intervention to eliminate the use of force,
students with disabilities, and Positive Behavior Interventions.319 Although an important step to
ensure officers in schools are adequately prepared for the unique challenges of school-based
policing, the first iteration of the training provided very little guidance to officers in areas such
as clear definitions of the roles and responsibilities of police officers in schools, appropriate
circumstances for use of force in school, cultural competency, implicit and explicit racial and
ethnic biases, the effects of disabilities on behavior, and adolescent (as opposed to childhood)
behavior. Additionally, officers are not tested on the training and are not required to renew
training at any time during their career.320 Although school district police departments may have
other varying training requirements, the responses of these departments do not indicate other
training requirements specific to working with youth or policing in schools.
Our review suggests that police in schools, irrespective of exclusivity, continue to engage in
traditional law enforcement tactics that have serious consequences for students.

School Climate
Schools are generally safe spaces for students.321 In a national survey, neither law enforcement
nor school officials cited levels of violence within their schools as a reason for starting a school
resource officer program.322 However, for school officials, the fear of school violence, generated
by national media attention, was the most common specified reason to adopt a school resource
officer program.323 The fear-based decision to bring police into school can result in concrete
harms to the education environment and to the achievement of students.324

Zero Tolerance and Punitive Learning Environments
Zero-tolerance discipline was adopted under the assumption that punitive measures would
discourage future misbehavior and create better learning environments for students. However,
national studies have shown that zero-tolerance discipline—that is, automatic suspensions or
expulsions for certain misbehavior and contact with law enforcement as a central authority to
school discipline—can have deleterious effects on students, teachers, and the broader school
environment. 325
According to anthropologist Victor Rios, the extension of policing into schools has the effect of
transforming school administrators, teachers, guidance counselors, and other members of the
school community into “agents of the criminal justice system,” as they become more and more
reliant on law enforcement for classroom management.326 As Rios found in a study of Oakland
youth, the common denominator in how teachers handled student misbehavior was that every
single teacher invoked their ability to involve the police when faced with student conflict.327
Even a teacher’s ability to threaten a student with an arrest or involve the school’s police officer
in disciplinary decision making conflicts with some of the most basic tenets of education
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systems. Instead of focusing resources on a positive and supportive school climate, zero
tolerance and school policing exacerbate challenging behaviors and the racial disparities in how
punishment is meted out. 328 Indeed, these practices, according to Henry Giroux, “relieve
educators of exercising deliberation and critical judgment” 329 by outsourcing the moral and
ethical judgment school discipline should require when considering a student’s individual
circumstances.330 As researchers have argued, “the expectation of school crime in fact creates it”
in that the decision to treat minor behavioral issues (e.g., cafeteria shouting match, writing on
desks, etc.) as criminal narrows available solutions to disciplinary matters.331 As Paul Hirschfield
argues, the presence of police in schools has a “net-widening effect” that “reflects increased
collaboration between schools and the juvenile justice system,” while “erod[ing] the traditional
boundaries between the two institutions.”332 The result is an “evidence loop” wherein students of
color are arrested or detained for trivial offenses that are presented as proof of failing schools
and of the failure of students themselves.333
Alongside police officers, schools have adopted surveillance technologies—such as onsite
cameras—and other programs by which students are monitored.334 In some cases, schools set
aside physical space for students to be interrogated, processed, and adjudicated, and for
probation officers to check on students during school hours.335 As the ACLU and ACLU of Rhode
Island described in their 2010 lawsuit challenging Rhode Island truancy courts, these courts
were established in schools ostensibly to provide access to support services more quickly and
efficiently.336 However, they came to be used as a disciplinary device, subjecting students and
families to justice system scrutiny and threats of fines and imprisonment for minor issues such
as failure to complete homework or acting disrespectfully.337
These practices have stigmatizing consequences for all students, for whom punitive
environments produce feelings of distrust and disconnection. 338 Furthermore, students who
have interacted with school police in negative ways, even for purely school discipline matters,
are marked by peers, officers, and school officials as criminal.339 The normalized policing of
educational environments, particularly in Black and Latino neighborhoods,340 reorients school
discipline to approach students as potential criminals.341
Empirical research reveals that arresting students increases high school attrition rates (doubling
the chances of a student dropping out), particularly when a student is made to appear in court
(when it quadruples the chances of dropping out).342 For those students who do drop out of high
school as a result of an arrest, the chances that they will serve time in prison increase
exponentially. 343 The consequences of a school arrest include the loss of access to higher
education and funding, job eligibility, access to public housing, and potential penalty
enhancements if a student comes into contact with law enforcement in the future. This
paradigm is astutely identified by a sophomore student at the Maya Angelou Public Charter
School in Washington, D.C., who summed up the impact of police in schools by asking, “How
can you tell us we can be anything if they [the police] treat us like we’re nothing?”344
Following the shooting of unarmed teenager Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, the
Department of Justice offered a scathing indictment of the consequences associated with inschool policing. The Department of Justice criticized the Ferguson Police Department for “police
action that [was] unreasonable in a school setting.”345 The frequency by which school police
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officers arrested students for minor behavioral offenses demonstrated “a lack of understanding
of the negative consequences associated with such arrests,” found the DOJ.346
And consequences are myriad, say child psychologists and education experts. 347 Child
psychologists point to the fact that teenage brains are not fully formed—they have a harder time
resisting peer pressure, and they have poor impulse control.348 When the response of schools is
to punish through exclusion and arrest, children are alienated, experience anxiety and rejection,
and become distrustful of school adults.349 It also impacts a child’s understanding of justness
and fairness, eliminating important legitimacy for young people who are stopped or arrested for
non-criminal behavior.350 It is not just arrests that have an impact on future student behavior,
but more broadly, constant police contact in institutional spaces that are supposed to be safe
and nurturing. 351 Says sociologist Carla Shedd, “[t]here are indications that frequent police
contact, even of a minor nature, has a great impact on the perceptions” Black and Latino youth
have of themselves, school, and law enforcement.352 If school socializes children to believe that
they, themselves, are the target of police in their schools, students no longer see schools as
places that nurture their development or teachers as adults who care about their future.353 For
students with risk factors—that is students living in poverty, without access to healthcare or
healthy food, or in places where they are unsafe—police contact at schools can accelerate future
misbehavior, truancy, and drop-out rates.354 Children disengage where they are not safe, and for
many, schools have become unsafe places.

The Era of High-Stakes Testing
In the same way, in the era of high-stakes testing, grade retention and the publication of test
scores as “accountability” measures for schools that are profoundly under-resourced encourage
classroom push-out and elevate the role of school policing. This became especially evident after
the 2001 enactment of No Child Left Behind, which linked school funding to performance on
standardized assessments and authorized the closure of low-performing schools, alongside
funding of police, security infrastructure, and the creation of alternative schools. Many states
adopted similar accountability measures. Where low scores can exact reductions in state funding
for schools (most often to already under-resourced schools), high-stakes testing encourages
schools to use punitive measures to drive out low-performing students.355
For students, “teaching to the test” has narrowed curriculum and learning spaces in ways that
undermine student engagement.356 Indeed, where teachers themselves are under scrutiny to
produce positive test results with dwindling resources, classroom management becomes
reactionary and, ultimately, more punitive. It is those students who have the most need for
academic, social, and economic intervention who are most punished by schools.357
According to educator Linda Darling-Hammond, in one Texas jurisdiction, standardized test
scores shot up while “tens of thousands of students—mostly African American and Latino—
disappeared from school” altogether.358 One study found that several jurisdictions in Florida
handed down harsher and longer suspensions for students who performed poorly on statewide
testing when controlling for other factors, such as offense and demographics. 359 In another
example, public officials lauded the school district in Brockton, Massachusetts, for the most
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improved standardized test scores for 10th graders in 2002, while ignoring the fact that the city
had the second-highest ninth-grade student drop-out rate.360
The NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund summarizes the problem:
Ironically, some of the hallmarks of modern education reform—
including demands for greater accountability, extensive testing
regimes and harsh sanctions imposed on schools and teachers—
actually encourage schools to funnel out those students whom they
believe are likely to drag down a school’s test scores. Rather than
address the systemic problems that lead to poor educational
performance, harsh discipline policies provide schools with a
convenient method to remove certain students and thereby mask
educational deficiencies.361
Thus, struggling students are not incentivized through mentoring and school counseling; 362
rather, educators turn to push-out policies and school police officers as means to “lose” students
who might drive down their scores.363

Conclusion: Promoting Safety and Educational Attainment Through Positive
School Climate
Concentrated in low-income areas of color, the use of extreme police tactics in schools has
continued despite evidence that demonstrates the significant, disparate, and sometimes lifelong
consequences of school policing on young people. Studies have also found that emphasizing a
positive school climate—in which students feel safe, welcomed, and nurtured—decreases
suspensions and expulsions while increasing student attainment.364 Creating equitable school
climates—that is, schools that nurture and protect the rights and capacities of every student—
will mean ending our reliance on school policing and recognizing how the criminalization of
youth of color has denied students access to equitable education.
Positive school climate can mitigate other risk indicators as well: School climate has been linked
to better attendance at both the middle school and high school levels (truancy being associated
with justice involvement), decreased likelihood that children will be harassed or subject to
violence, and increased student willingness to rely on adults in conflict situations.365 A positive
school environment is, in fact, predictive of a school’s increased capacity to prevent violence.366
Punitive school discipline policies and school policing should be considered a direct
contradiction to a safer schools mandate.367 This gap, between what research has proven and
what is school practice, is “socially unjust and a violation of children’s human rights,” according
to education researchers.368
The presence of police in schools affects not only those arrested, but all students, teachers,
administrators, and parents. The possibility of creating an open, tolerant, and learning-friendly
school climate is diminished by the threat of punishment and surveillance.
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Policy Recommendations
1. End the routine policing of schools. Police should enter schools only to address threats
to physical safety.
2. Commit to the objective of providing equal educational opportunities and
positive school climate for all students in all schools, and to taking a positive and
supportive approach to students who are struggling, whether in academics or in behavioral
development.
3. End the practice of arrests and referral to law enforcement for common
adolescent behaviors, including but not limited to misdemeanor offenses such as
disturbing schools and disorderly conduct. Adopt school codes of conduct that eschew zero
tolerance for more appropriate, child-driven responses to challenging behavior.
4. Hold police to the same standards in schools as applied elsewhere in our
communities. When police enter schools, they should abide by the highest ethical
standards and, when in doubt, should err on the side of providing greater protection for
children’s rights.
5. Invest in supportive resources. Hire personnel such as mental health counselors and
community intervention workers to establish a holistic response to student behavioral needs.
Train teachers, school administrators, and other officials who interact with students in deescalation, mediation, and crisis intervention. Adopt restorative justice and mediation
approaches.
6. Enact policies that create specific protocols for when and how police should
interact with students in schools. Schools must have an internal crisis plan with deescalation techniques and protocols to follow before calling police. When police are called or
seek access to a student, the school should (i) notify a parent or guardian to provide them an
opportunity to be present and (ii) always read a student their rights.
7. Police should reform policies and training for responding to youth, including,
but not limited to when responding at schools. Designate at least some officers to
receive special training and leadership on juvenile response. Training topics should include
adolescent development, implicit bias, communication, de-escalation, and use of force,
including handcuffs and other forms of restraints.
8. Collect, review, and provide the public with quality data on police activity in
schools. Police activity in schools should be reviewed on a quarterly basis with attention to
racial disparities, the treatment of children with disabilities, and other metrics.
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Appendix A

South Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice Disturbing Schools Data

Table I: Multi‐year Data* by Race and Percentage**
SY
Total Black White % Black % White
2012‐2016* 6,253 4,393 1,632 70.2%
26.1%
*Only reports until March 9, 2016. School Year (SY) is measured from first day of academic calendar
through the end of the summer break.
**Percentages rounded to closest 1st decimal; .5 is rounded up. Percentages will not add up to 100%
because they do not include other racial classifications. In other places, percentages do not add up to
100% because of missing data or classifications that are not counted, such as “charge amended” where
outcome is missing.
Note: Where academic calendars were available, the specific county start date was used. Where they
were not, August 18 was used as the start date. In Table II, which spans counties, August 18 is used as a
start date each year.
Table II: Multi‐year Data by Race and Rate of Racial Disparity (RRD)
Year
Total Black White Rate of Racial Disparity
2012‐13 1,644 1,129
451
3.53
2013‐14 1,639 1,157
425
3.81
2014‐15 1,752 1,243 439
3.93
2015‐16* 1,219 864
317
N/A
*Only reports until March 9, 2016

Table III: Referrals of Students Under 12*
Age

7 8

9

10

11

12

12 and Under

Students 2 2 17 22 253 890
*Data represents SY 2010 – March 9, 2016

1,186

1

Table IV: Top Five Counties with Highest Rate of Referral
County

Rate of Referral

McCormick
Newberry
Berkeley
Charleston
Greenwood

16.22
10.24
7.84
6.22
5.91

V: County Tables
A. Race Disparity and Enrollment
Abbeville
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,165
1,160
1,088

16
3
1

1,902
1,876
1,895

7
1
3

3.73
4.85
0.58

Aiken
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
8,657
8,757
8,843

14
4
7

13,441
13,260
13,088

5
5
1

4.35
1.21
10.3

Allendale
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,248
1,250
1,230

7
4
6

33
31
31

0
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Anderson
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
6,992
7,069
7,217

19
25
13

22,100
22,154
22,245
2

19
38
37

3.16
2.06
1.08

Bamberg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,543
1,474
3,017

0
0
1

606
601
1,207

0
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Barnwell
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
2,312
2,273
4,585

2
1
1

1,654
1,655
3,309

0
0
1

N/A
N/A
0.72

Beaufort
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
6,622
6,652
6,742

64
50
60

8,869
8,816
8,757

22
15
16

3.89
4.41
4.87

Berkeley
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
10,576
10,825
11,041

95
105
171

16,348
16,675
16,879

58
44
74

2.53
3.68
3.53

Calhoun
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,067
1,093
1,065

9
0
6

522
537
582

3

0
0
1

N/A
N/A
3.28

Charleston
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

19,865
19,948
19,920

171
189
245

20,199
20,889
21,725

31
34
41

5.61
5.82
6.52

Cherokee
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

2,429
2,423
2,405

5
5
10

5,942
5,928
5,879

2
6
3

6.11
2.04
8.15

Chesterfield
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

3,030
2,953
2,945

0
0
7

3,928
3,863
3,747

1
0
1

N/A
N/A
8.91

Clarendon
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
3,089
3,043
3,060

13
8
6

1,705
1,675
1,631

0
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Colleton
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests
3,036
2,977
2,944

15
18
12

2,656
2,669
2,566

4

1
3
3

RRD
13.12
5.38
3.49

Darlington
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

5,576
5,657
5,651

1
3
5

4,293
4,318
4,284

0
1
4

N/A
2.29
0.95

Dillon
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

3,279
3,275
3,236

48
36
15

2,087
2,179
2,221

5
8
8

6.11
2.99
1.29

Dorchester
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
7,745
9,331
9,609

34
36
28

13,607
14,627
14,835

5
13
9

12
4.34
4.8

Edgefield
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,621
1,586
1,562

17
9
6

1,665
1,612
1,675

7
0
1

2.5
N/A
6.43

Fairfield
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
2,557
2,539
2,491

0
0
0

329
345
329

5

1
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Florence
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

12,296
12,451
12,836

9
5
4

9,468
9,496
9,300

1
0
0

6.93
N/A
N/A

Georgetown
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

4,265
4,315
4,308

6
4
16

4,829
4,786
4,801

7
2
8

0.97
2.22
2.23

Greenville
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

18,875
19,173
19,455

185
139
89

42,384
42,228
42,159

107
80
52

3.88
3.83
3.71

Greenwood
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
4,217
4,300
4,386

28
45
52

6,088
5,972
5,782

12
20
13

3.37
3.13
5.27

Hampton
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
2,241
2,160
2,089

0
1
6

1,085
1,063
1,066

6

0
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Horry
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
9,501
9,684
9,893

27
25
32

25,664
26,235
26,666

18
17
28

4.05
2.87
2.79

Jasper
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,839
1,730
1,746

4
7
2

346
328
363

0
3
0

N/A
0.44
N/A

Kershaw
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
3,066
3,119
3,218

2
3
9

6,680
6,667
6,589

1
2
3

4.36
3.21
6.14

Lancaster
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
3,551
3,617
3,702

0
0
3

7,172
7,268
7,397

0
0
3

N/A
N/A
2

Laurens
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
3,027
3,111
3,181

2
1
17

5,097
5,163
5,053

7

3
2
5

1.12
0.83
5.4

Lee
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

2,036
2,068
1,988

1
15
9

157
149
108

1
0
0

0.08
N/A
N/A

Lexington#
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
12,486
13
36,368
9
4.21
2013‐14
12,806
19
36,405
10
5.4
2014‐15
13,019
22
36,289
9
6.81
# Lexington‐Richland School District 5 spans both Lexington and Richland Counties. Within South
Carolina Department of Education data, the District is listed as “Lexington District 5;" therefore, the
enrollment for Lexington‐Richland School District 5 is included in the calculations for Lexington County.
This means that the student population covered by Lexington County law enforcement agencies is
likely slightly smaller than recorded in these tables, while the student population covered by Richland
County law enforcement agencies is likely slightly larger.
Marion
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

3,812
3,787
3,699

4
34
20

1,119
1,063
1,000

2
1
2

0.59
9.54
2.7

Marlboro
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

2,590
2,612
2,616

1
2
3

1,292
1,259
1,239

0
1
0

N/A
0.96
N/A

McCormick
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
666
665
646

3
2
11

153
164
150
8

0
0
2

N/A
N/A
1.28

Newberry
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

2,272
2,307
2,311

23
27
49

2,809
2,835
2,820

5
4
9

5.69
8.3
6.64

Oconee
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

1,309
1,339
1,313

4
0
1

8,115
8,004
7,980

3
0
4

8.27
N/A
1.52

Orangeburg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
10,534
10,486
10,373

21
33
32

2,739
2,693
2,710

2
4
5

2.73
2.12
1.67

Pickens
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
1,650
1,693
1,751

26
21
20

13,585
13,569
13,327

41
50
35

5.22
3.37
4.35

Richland
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
34,318
34,789
35,203

142
123
118

11,817
11,600
11,398

9

10
11
8

4.89
3.73
4.78

Saluda
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

671
643
620

7
3
7

889
854
844

4
1
2

2.32
3.98
4.77

Spartanburg
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

12,160
12,216
12,316

13
17
6

28,581
28,406
28,127

6
12
6

5.09
3.29
2.28

Sumter
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

10,443
10,439
10,598

50
85
59

5,226
5,248
5,311

21
6
7

1.19
7.12
4.22

Union
Year

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD

2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

1,636
1,689
1,726

0
2
2

2,339
2,392
2,318

2
2
0

N/A
1.42
N/A

Williamsburg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
4,238
4,033
4,110

5
10
8

284
297
284

10

0
0
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

York
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Black Enrollment Black Arrests White Enrollment White Arrests RRD
9,914
10,325
10,723

22
40
45

26,473
26,774
26,916

11

31
29
34

1.9
3.58
3.32

B. Arrest Outcomes
Note: Percentages do not always add up to 100% because tables exclude “charges amended,” “rule to
show cause,” and other classifications other than dismissal, diversion, or prosecution.
Abbeville
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
23
4
4

Dismissed
6 (26.1%)
2 (50%)
1 (25%)

Diverted
13 (56.5%)
0
2 (50%)

Prosecuted
4 (17.4%)
2 (50%)
1 (25%)

Total Arrests
20
9
8

Dismissed
6 (30%)
3 (33.33%)
1 (12.5%)

Diverted
11 (55%)
6 (66.66%)
6 (75%)

Prosecuted
3 (15%)
0
1 (12.5%)

Total Arrests
7
4
6

Dismissed
6 (85.7%)
1 (25%)
6 (100%)

Diverted
0
0
0

Prosecuted
1 (14.3%)
2 (50%)
0

Total Arrests
39
69
53

Dismissed
26 (66.7%)
41 (59.4%)
30 (56.6%)

Diverted
0
16 (23.2%)
12 (22.6%)

Prosecuted
13 (33.3%)
12 (17.4%)
10 (18.9%)

Total Arrests
0
0
1

Dismissed
0
0
0

Diverted
0
0
1 (100%)

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Aiken
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Allendale
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Anderson
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Bamberg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Barnwell
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
2
1
2

Dismissed
2 (100%)
1 (100%)
1 (50%)

Diverted
0
0
0

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Total Arrests
87
69
86

Dismissed
42 (48.3%)
32 (46.4%)
46 (53.5%)

Diverted
35 (40.2%)
28 (40.6%)
32 (37.2%)

Prosecuted
10 (11.5%)
8 (11.6%)
8 (9.3%)

Total Arrests
163
155
252

Dismissed
30 (18.4%)
30 (19.4%)
26 (10.3%)

Diverted
102 (62.6%)
80 (51.6%)
139 (55.2%)

Prosecuted
31 (19.0%)
32 (20.7%)
78 (30.9%)

Total Arrests
9
0
7

Dismissed
5 (55.6%)
0
2 (28.6%)

Diverted
3 (33.3%)
0
3 (42.9%))

Prosecuted
1 (11.1%)
0
1 (14.3%)

Total Arrests
204
225
290

Dismissed
16 (7.8%)
24 (10.7%)
27 (9.3%)

Diverted
120 (58.8%)
126 (56.0%)
159 (54.8%)

Prosecuted
59 (28.9%)
71 (31.6%)
93 (32.1%)

Total Arrests
7
11
14

Dismissed
4 (57.1%)
2 (18.2%)
1 (7.1%)

Diverted
3 (42.9%)
5 (45.5%)
8 (57.1%)

Prosecuted
0
4 (36.4%)
3 (21.4%)

Beaufort
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Berkeley
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Calhoun
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Charleston
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Cherokee
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Chesterfield
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
1
0
9

Dismissed
1 (100%)
0
7 (77.8%)

Diverted
0
0
2 (22.2%)

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Total Arrests
13
8
7

Dismissed
3 (23.1%)
1 (12.5%)
3 (42.9%)

Diverted
9 (69.2%)
6 (75%)
4 (57.1%)

Prosecuted
1 (7.7%)
0
0

Total Arrests
16
21
17

Dismissed
3 (18.8%)
8 (38.1%)
6 (35.3%)

Diverted
12 (75%)
7 (33.3%)
4 (23.5%)

Prosecuted
1 (6.3%)
5 (23.8%)
2 (11.8%)

Total Arrests
2
4
10

Dismissed
2 (100%)
1 (25%)
8 (80%)

Diverted
0
1 (25%)
1 (10%)

Prosecuted
0
2 (50%)
1 (10%)

Total Arrests
55
47
24

Dismissed
19 (34.6%)
17 (36.2%)
17 (70.8%)

Diverted
24 (43.6%)
3 (6.4%)
2 (8.3%)

Prosecuted
11 (20%)
26 (55.3%)
5 (20.8%)

Total Arrests
39
49
38

Dismissed
14 (35.9%)
19 (38.8%)
13 (34.2%)

Diverted
14 (35.9%)
5 (10.2%)
6 (15.8%)

Prosecuted
7 (17.9%)
7 (14.3%)
8 (21.1%)

Clarendon
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Colleton
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Darlington
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Dillon
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Dorchester
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Edgefield
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
24
9
7

Dismissed
3 (12.5%)
0

Diverted
12 (50%)
4 (44.4%)
6 (85.7%)

Prosecuted
7 (29.2%)
5 (55.6%)
1 (14.3%)

Total Arrests
1
0
0

Dismissed
0
0
0

Diverted
0
0
0

Prosecuted
1 (100%)
0
0

Total Arrests
10
5
4

Dismissed
4 (40%)
3 (60%)
4 (100%)

Diverted
5 (50%)
2 (40%)
0

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Total Arrests
13
6
24

Dismissed
4
3 (50%)
17 (70.8%)

Diverted
3
1 (16.7%)
3 (12.5%)

Prosecuted
6
2(33.3%)
5 (20.8%)

Total Arrests
313
243
154

Dismissed
105 (33.5%)
70 (28.8%)
38 (24.7%)

Diverted
142 (45.4%)
124 (51.0%)
98 (63.6%)

Prosecuted
65 (20.8%)
47 (19.3%)
12 (7.8%)

Total Arrests
40
66
68

Dismissed
9(22.5%)
19(28.8%)
11 (16.2%)

Diverted
18(45%)
35 (53.03%)
44 (64.7%)

Prosecuted
11(27.5%)
12 (18.2%)
11 (16.2%)

Fairfield
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Florence
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Georgetown
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Greenville
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Greenwood
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Hampton
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
0
1
7

Dismissed
0
0
2 (28.6%)

Diverted
0
0
0

Prosecuted
0
1 (100%)
4 (57.1%)

Total Arrests
49
43
60

Dismissed
20 (40.8%)
17 (39.5%)
29 (50.9%)

Diverted
22 (44.9%)
21 (48.8%)
27 (45%)

Prosecuted
6 (12.2%)
2 (4.6%)
1 (1.7%)

Total Arrests
4
10
2

Dismissed
1 (25%)
6(60%)
0

Diverted
2 (50%)
3(30%)
1(50%)

Prosecuted
1(25%)
1(10%)
1(50%)

Total Arrests
3
5
13

Dismissed
2 (66.7%)
1 (20%)
7 (53.9%)

Diverted
0
3(60%)
2(15.4%)

Prosecuted
1(33.3%)
1(20%)
4 (7.8%)

Total Arrests
0
0
7

Dismissed
0
0
5(71.4%)

Diverted
0
0
2(28.6%)

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Total Arrests
9
3
22

Dismissed
4 (44.4%)
0
4(18.2%)

Diverted
4(44.4%)
3(100%)
8(36.4%)

Prosecuted
1(11.1%)
0
10 (45.5%)

Horry
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Jasper
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Kershaw
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Lancaster
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Laurens
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Lee
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
3
15
9

Dismissed
0
1 (6.7%)
3 (33.3%)

Diverted
2 (66.7%)
14 (93.3%)
4 (44.4%)

Prosecuted
1 (33.3%)
0
0

Total Arrests
23
30
33

Dismissed
12 (52.2%)
8(26.7%)
6 (18.2%)

Diverted
4(17.4%)
10(33.3%)
18(54.6%)

Prosecuted
7(30.4%)
12 (40%)
9(27.3%)

Total Arrests
6
35
22

Dismissed
2(33.3%)
18 (51.4%)
12(54.6%)

Diverted
3(50%)
13 (37.1%)
4(18.2%)

Prosecuted
1(16.7%)
4(11.4%)
3(13.6%)

Total Arrests
1
3
3

Dismissed
1 (100%)
3(100%)
1(33.3%)

Diverted
0
0
2(66.7%)

Prosecuted
0
0
0

Total Arrests
3
2
13

Dismissed
2 (66.7%)
0
3(23.1%)

Diverted
0
1(50%)
2(15.4%)

Prosecuted
1(33.3%)
1(50%)
8 (61.5%)

Total Arrests
29
31
62

Dismissed
3(10.3%)
1(3.2%)
4(6.5%)

Diverted
19(65.5%)
25(80.7%)
44(71%)

Prosecuted
7(77.8%)
5(16.1%)
13(21%)

Lexington
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Marion
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Marlboro
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

McCormick
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Newberry
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Oconee
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
8
0
6

Dismissed
5 (62.5%)
0
3 (50%)

Diverted
2(25%)
0
1(16.7%)

Prosecuted
1(12.5%)
0
2(33.3%)

Total Arrests
23
37
38

Dismissed
3(13.04%)
10 (27.03%)
1 (2.6%)

Diverted
13(56.5%)
15 (40.5%)
13 (34.2%)

Prosecuted
7(30.4%)
11(29.7%)
23 (60.5%)

Total Arrests
71
72
61

Dismissed
18 (25.4%)
25 (34.7%)
12 (19.7%)

Diverted
32(45.1%)
24 (33.3%)
28 (45.9%)

Prosecuted
21 (29.6%)
22 (30.6%)
20 (32.8%)

Total Arrests
156
136
129

Dismissed
28 (17.9%)
20 (14.7%)
25 (19.4%)

Diverted
89 (57.1%)
79 (58.1%)
55 (42.6%)

Prosecuted
38 (24.4%)
37 (27.2%)
49 (37.9%)

Total Arrests
11
3
9

Dismissed
1 (9.1%)
0
1 (11.1%)

Diverted
7 (77.8%)
2 (66.7%)
7 (77.8%)

Prosecuted
3 (27.3%)
1 (33.3%)
1 (11.1%)

Total Arrests
74
93
66

Dismissed
8 (10.8%)
8 (8.6%)
15 (22.7%)

Diverted
46 (62.2%)
54 (58.1%)
37 (56.1%)

Prosecuted
20 (27%)
31 (33.3%)
14 (21.2%)

Orangeburg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Pickens
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Richland
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Saluda
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Sumter
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Spartanburg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Total Arrests
20
31
12

Dismissed
3 (15%)
3 (9.7%)
2 (16.7%)

Diverted
11 (55%)
7 (22.6%)
1 (8.3%)

Prosecuted
6 (30%)
20 (64.5%)
9 (75%)

Total Arrests
2
5
2

Dismissed
0
1 (20%)
0

Diverted
0
0
0

Prosecuted
2 (100%)
3 (60%)
2 (100%)

Total Arrests
5
10
8

Dismissed
2 (40%)
8 (80%)
6 (75%)

Diverted
3 (60%)
0
1 (12.5%)

Prosecuted
0
2 (20%)
0

Total Arrests
55
71
81

Dismissed
15 (27.3%)
16 (22.5%)
17 (21%)

Diverted
26 (47.3%)
38 (53.5%)
51 (63%)

Prosecuted
13 (23.6%)
15 (21.1%)
13 (16.1%)

Union
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

Williamsburg
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15

York
Year
2012‐13
2013‐14
2014‐15
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Appendix B

Student Safety Act Reporting

1st Quarter 20161 (January 1 – March 31)
ARRESTS
There were 412 school-based arrests in the first quarter of 2016.




69% of school arrests were conducted by NYPD Patrol, while only 11% were conducted by
school safety agents.
81% of arrests were because of school-related incidents; the remainder were arrests due to
incidents that occurred off school grounds.
72% of those arrested identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
30.6% Brooklyn
30.3% Bronx
19.2% Queens
17.5% Manhattan
4.6% Staten Island
Breakdown by race
63% Black students
29% Latino students
2% white students

DOE Enrollment
K-12 Student population: 1,062,116
Male

51 %

Black
Latino
White

27 %
41 %
15 %

Source: DOE snapshot

2

Breakdown by age (data excludes students over 21)
23% 14 or under
72% 15-18
5% 19-21
Top charges
44.6% assault (196)
12.2% robbery (53)
4.6% criminal possession of a weapon (20)
4.4% grand larceny (19)
3.4% resisting arrest (15)



1

In 98% of arrests, students were placed in handcuffs.
91.6% of students restrained when arrested were Black or Latino (a rate disproportionate to
their arrests).

Discrepancies in school-related incident reporting and classification were present in the raw data provided for this
quarter, therefore, the numbers presented in this quarter’s report may inaccurately reflect incidents occurring on and off
school grounds.
2
DOE enrollment statistics were retrieved from the October 31st Audited Register.

Student Safety Act Reporting

1st Quarter 20161 (January 1 – March 31)
ARRESTS
There were 412 school-based arrests in the first quarter of 2016.




69% of school arrests were conducted by NYPD Patrol, while only 11% were conducted by
school safety agents.
81% of arrests were because of school-related incidents; the remainder were arrests due to
incidents that occurred off school grounds.
72% of those arrested identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
30.6% Brooklyn
30.3% Bronx
19.2% Queens
17.5% Manhattan
4.6% Staten Island
Breakdown by race
63% Black students
29% Latino students
2% white students

DOE Enrollment
K-12 Student population: 1,062,116
Male

51 %

Black
Latino
White

27 %
41 %
15 %

Source: DOE snapshot

2

Breakdown by age (data excludes students over 21)
23% 14 or under
72% 15-18
5% 19-21
Top charges
44.6% assault (196)
12.2% robbery (53)
4.6% criminal possession of a weapon (20)
4.4% grand larceny (19)
3.4% resisting arrest (15)



1

In 98% of arrests, students were placed in handcuffs.
91.6% of students restrained when arrested were Black or Latino (a rate disproportionate to
their arrests).

Discrepancies in school-related incident reporting and classification were present in the raw data provided for this
quarter, therefore, the numbers presented in this quarter’s report may inaccurately reflect incidents occurring on and off
school grounds.
2
DOE enrollment statistics were retrieved from the October 31st Audited Register.

SUMMONSES
There were 332 summonses issued to students in the first quarter of 2016.





69.6% of summonses were issued by NYPD Patrol, 28% by Uniformed Task Force agents
(police officers assigned to the School Safety Division) and only 2.3% by school safety
officers.
99% of summonses were school-related and issued on-site.
68% of those issued summonses identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
35.2% Bronx
30.1% Brooklyn
21.1% Manhattan
21.1% Queens
5.7% Staten Island
Breakdown by race
52% Black students
39% Latino students
2% white students
Breakdown by age (data set excludes students over 21)
93% 16-18
7% 19-21
Top charges
The disorderly conduct category below includes a wide range of behaviors such as fighting, creation
of hazardous conditions, refusing lawful order, unreasonable noise and obscene language or
gesture.
35.5%
28.6%
15.3%
12.4%
2.4%

disorderly conduct (120)
possession of marijuana (97)
possession of a knife (52)
possession of a box cutter (42)
other administrative code violations (8)

JUVENILE REPORTS
Juvenile reports are taken for students under 16 who allegedly committed an offense that, if they
were an adult, would be criminal. The report substitutes for an arrest or summons and students
are detained during the time it takes to collect details.





310 juvenile reports issued in schools in the first quarter of 2016.
91.6% of juvenile reports were issued to Black and Latino students.
18.4% of students were handcuffed during the investigation.
94.7% of students handcuffed were students of color.

STATEN ISLAND
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

10 (52.6%)

5 (26.3%)

4 (21.1%)

12 (63.2%)

7 (36.8%)

11 (57.9%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

6

5 (83.3%)

1 (16.7%)

0

4 (66.7%)

2 (33.3%)

6 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

10 (52.6%)

5 (26.3%)

4 (21.1%)

16 (84.2%)

3 (15.8%)

6 (31.6%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

3

3 (100%)

0

0

2 (66.7%)

1 (33.3%)

3 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

1

1 (100%)

0

0

1 (100%)

0

1 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

8 (42.1%)

7 (36.8%)

3 (15.8%)

8 (42.1%)

11 (57.9%)

3 (15.8%)

SUMMONSES
There were 332 summonses issued to students in the first quarter of 2016.





69.6% of summonses were issued by NYPD Patrol, 28% by Uniformed Task Force agents
(police officers assigned to the School Safety Division) and only 2.3% by school safety
officers.
99% of summonses were school-related and issued on-site.
68% of those issued summonses identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
35.2% Bronx
30.1% Brooklyn
21.1% Manhattan
21.1% Queens
5.7% Staten Island
Breakdown by race
52% Black students
39% Latino students
2% white students
Breakdown by age (data set excludes students over 21)
93% 16-18
7% 19-21
Top charges
The disorderly conduct category below includes a wide range of behaviors such as fighting, creation
of hazardous conditions, refusing lawful order, unreasonable noise and obscene language or
gesture.
35.5%
28.6%
15.3%
12.4%
2.4%

disorderly conduct (120)
possession of marijuana (97)
possession of a knife (52)
possession of a box cutter (42)
other administrative code violations (8)

JUVENILE REPORTS
Juvenile reports are taken for students under 16 who allegedly committed an offense that, if they
were an adult, would be criminal. The report substitutes for an arrest or summons and students
are detained during the time it takes to collect details.





310 juvenile reports issued in schools in the first quarter of 2016.
91.6% of juvenile reports were issued to Black and Latino students.
18.4% of students were handcuffed during the investigation.
94.7% of students handcuffed were students of color.

HANDCUFFS
There were 646 incidents where students were put in handcuffs in the first quarter of 2016.


93.2% involved Black and Latino students.

Breakdown by borough
32.5% Brooklyn
31.4% Bronx
16.5% Queens
14.9% Manhattan
4.6% Staten Island
Breakdown by related incident
62.7% arrest
12.8% child-in-crisis (defined below)
10.0% summons
8.8% juvenile report
4.3% mitigation (defined below)
1.4% PINS (usually a family court warrant for a “Person in Need of Supervision”)
Handcuffs used in child-in-crisis incidents
Child-in-crisis refers to incidents where a student “displaying signs of emotional distress” is
removed from the classroom and taken to the hospital for a psychological evaluation. The NYPD
only reports child-in-crisis incidents where handcuffs are used.



Handcuffs were used in 83 child-in-crisis incidents.
Black and Latino students made up 100% of these incidents.

Handcuffs used in mitigation incidents
Mitigation refers to incidents where a student commits an offense but the NYPD releases the
student to the school for discipline. The NYPD only reports on mitigation incidents where handcuffs
are used.



Handcuffs were used in 28 mitigated incidents.
Black and Latino students made up 100% of these incidents.

BOROUGH BY BOROUGH ANALYSIS
January 4 –March 31, 2016
MANHATTAN
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

72

51 (70.8%)

20 (27.7%)

0

56 (77.8%)

16 (22.2%)

72 (100%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

6

5 (83.3%)

1 (16.7%)

0

5 (83.3%)

1 (16.7%)

6 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

61

29 (47.5%)

25 (40.9%)

6 (9.8%)

48 (78.7%)

13 (21.3%)

8 (13.1%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

1

1 (100%)

0

0

0

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

1

0

1 (100%)

0

0

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

70

32 (45.7%)

33 (47.1%)

2 (2.9%)

54 (77.1%)

16 (22.9%)

9 (12.9%)

ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

125

70 (56%)

55 (44%)

0

86 (68.8%)

39 (31.2%)

123 (98.4%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

34

25 (73.5%)

9 (26.5%)

0

24 (70.6%)

10 (29.4%)

34 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

95

45 (47.4%)

49 (51.6%)

2 (2.1%)

58 (61.1%)

37 (38.9%)

9 (9.5%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

12

6 (50%)

6 (50%)

0

7 (58.3%)

5 (41.7%)

12 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

3

2 (66.6%)

1 (33.3%)

0

2 (66.6%)

1 (33.3%)

3 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

117

55 (47%)

57 (48.7%)

0

76 (64.9%)

41 (35.1%)

23 (19.7%)

BRONX

BROOKLYN
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

126

96 (76.2%)

22 (17.5%)

3 (2.4%)

96 (76.2%)

30 (23.8%)

123 (97.6%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

29

23 (79.3%)

6 (20.7%)

0

15 (51.7%)

14 (48.3%)

29 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

105

72 (68.6%)

26 (24.8%)

4 (3.8%)

78 (75.3%)

27 (25.7%)

26 (24.8%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

6

6 (100%)

0

0

3 (50%)

3 (50%)

6 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

3

2 (66.7%)

1 (33.3%)

0

1 (33.3%)

2 (66.7%)

3 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

100

66 (66%)

27 (27%)

2 (2%)

65 (65%)

35 (35%)

24 (24%)

ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

79

38 (48.1%)

21 (26.6%)

2 (2.5%)

51 (64.6%)

28 (35.4%)

78 (98.7%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

8

6 (75%)

2 (25%)

0

5 (62.5%)

3 (37.5%)

8 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

32

12 (37.5%)

15 (46.9%)

4 (12.5%)

20 (62.5%)

12 37.5%)

8 (25%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

6

4 (66.7%)

2 (33.3%)

0

3 (50%)

3 (50%)

6 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

1

0

0

0

1 (100%)

0

1 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

26

13 (50%)

8 (30.8%)

1 (3.8%)

22 (84.6%)

4 (15.4%)

6 (23.1%)

QUEENS

STATEN ISLAND
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

10 (52.6%)

5 (26.3%)

4 (21.1%)

12 (63.2%)

7 (36.8%)

11 (57.9%)

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

6

5 (83.3%)

1 (16.7%)

0

4 (66.7%)

2 (33.3%)

6 (100%)

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

10 (52.6%)

5 (26.3%)

4 (21.1%)

16 (84.2%)

3 (15.8%)

6 (31.6%)

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

3

3 (100%)

0

0

2 (66.7%)

1 (33.3%)

3 (100%)

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

1

1 (100%)

0

0

1 (100%)

0

1 (100%)

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

19

8 (42.1%)

7 (36.8%)

3 (15.8%)

8 (42.1%)

11 (57.9%)

3 (15.8%)

Student Safety Act Reporting
2nd Quarter 2016 (April 1 – June 30)

ARRESTS
There were 375 school-based arrests in the second quarter of 2016.




54.4% of school arrests were conducted by NYPD Patrol, while 13.3% were conducted by
school safety agents.
61.6% of arrests were because of school-related incidents; the remainder were arrests due
to incidents that occurred off school grounds.
73.3% of those arrested identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
22.7% Manhattan
22.7% Brooklyn
27.2% Bronx
21.1% Queens
6.4% Staten Island

DOE Enrollment
K-12 Student population: 1,062,116

Breakdown by race
58.9% Black students
30.9% Latino students
4.3% white students

Male

51 %

Black
Latino
White

27 %
41 %
15 %

Source: DOE snapshot

1

Breakdown by age (data excludes students over 21)
24% 14 or under
71% 15-18
4.5% 19-21
Top charges
38.4% assault (144)
14.9% robbery (56)
7.2% criminal possession of a weapon (27)
5.3% grand larceny (20)
4.0% petit larceny (15)



1

In 86.6% of arrests, students were placed in handcuffs.
89.5% of students restrained when arrested were Black or Latino (a rate disproportionate to
their arrests).

DOE enrollment statistics were retrieved from the October 31st Audited Register.

SUMMONSES
There were 247 summonses issued to students in the second quarter of 2016.





60.3% of summonses were issued by NYPD Patrol, 38.1% by Uniformed Task Force agents
(police officers assigned to the School Safety Division) and only 1.6% by school safety
officers.
94.7% of summonses were school-related.
67.6% of those issued summonses identified as male students.

Breakdown by borough
33.6% Brooklyn
32.4% Bronx
18.2% Manhattan
9.3% Queens
6.5% Staten Island
Breakdown by race
61.9% Black students
32.4% Latino students
1.1% white students
Breakdown by age (data set excludes students over 21)
91% 16-18
9% 19-21
Top charges
The disorderly conduct category below includes a wide range of behaviors such as fighting, creation
of hazardous conditions, refusing lawful order, unreasonable noise and obscene language or
gesture.
43.7%
24.7%
14.9%
9.7%
2.0%

disorderly conduct (108)
possession of marijuana (61)
possession of a knife (37)
possession of a box cutter (24)
other administrative code violations (5)

JUVENILE REPORTS
Juvenile reports are taken for students under 16 who allegedly committed an offense that, if they
were an adult, would be criminal. The report substitutes for an arrest or summons and students
are detained during the time it takes to collect details.





255 juvenile reports issued in schools in the second quarter of 2016.
92% of juvenile reports were issued to Black and Latino students.
20% of students were handcuffed during the investigation.
100% of students handcuffed were students of color.

HANDCUFFS
There were 564 incidents where children were put in handcuffs in the second quarter of 2016.


92.4% involved Black and Latino students.

Breakdown by borough
34.0% Bronx
23.6% Brooklyn
17.4% Manhattan
17.0% Queens
5.7% Staten Island
Breakdown by related incident
57.4% arrest
15.6% child-in-crisis (defined below)
9.2% juvenile report
7.8% mitigation (defined below)
6.6% summons
1.1% PINS (usually a family court warrant for a “Person in Need of Supervision”)
Handcuffs used in child-in-crisis incidents
Child-in-crisis refers to incidents where a student “displaying signs of emotional distress” is
removed from the classroom and taken to the hospital for a psychological evaluation. The NYPD
only reports child-in-crisis incidents where handcuffs are used.



Handcuffs were used in 94 child-in-crisis incidents.
97% were of Black or Latino students.

Handcuffs used in mitigation incidents
Mitigation refers to incidents where a student commits an offense but the NYPD releases the
student to the school for discipline. The NYPD only reports on mitigation incidents where handcuffs
are used.



Handcuffs were used in 44 mitigated incidents.
Black and Latino students made up 100% of these incidents.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS



75% of all incidents (arrests, summons, handcuffs, juvenile reports, children-in-crisis,
mitigations and PINS) were school-related.
Of those classified as non-school related (the remaining 25%), 71% were incidents that
occurred off school grounds, while 29% occurred on school grounds.

BOROUGH BY BOROUGH ANALYSIS
April 1 – June 30, 2016
MANHATTAN
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

85

45 (52.9%)

35 (41.2%)

3 (3.6%)

64 (75.3%)

21 (24.7%)

77 (90.6%)

74

3

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

7

4 (57.1%)

2 (28.6%)

0

4 (57.1%)

3 (42.9%)

7 (100%)

7

0

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

41

25 (60.9%)

15 (36.6%)

0

27 (65.9%)

14 (34.1%)

8 (19.5%)

5

3

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

3

1 (33.3%)

2 (66.6%)

0

1 (33.3%)

2 (66.6%)

3 (100%)

3

0

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

45

23 (51.1%)

21 (46.7%)

0

33 (73.3%)

12 (26.7%)

3 (6.7%)

3

0

ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

102

53 (51.9%)

46 (45.1%)

2 (1.9%)

72 (70.6%)

30 (29.4%)

78 (76.5%)

77

1

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

50

32 (62%)

17 (34%)

0

33 (66%)

17 (34%)

50 (100%)

38

12

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

110

59 (53.6%)

49 (44.5%)

2 (1.8%)

68 (61.8%)

42 (38.2%)

18 (16.4%)

18

0

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

23

7 (30.4%)

16 (69.6%)

0

12 (52.2%)

11 (47.8%)

23 (100%)

23

0

BRONX

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

5

1 (20%)

4 (80%)

0

3 (60%)

2 (40%)

4 (80%)

4

0

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

80

42 (52.5%)

34 (42.5%)

0

52 (65%)

28 (35%)

19 (23.8%)

19

0

BROOKLYN
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

85

66 (77.6%)

11 (12.9%)

4 (4.7%)

60 (70.6%)

25 (29.4%)

78 (91.8%)

78

0

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

18

14 (77.8%)

4 (22.2%)

0

10 (55.6%)

8 (44.4%)

18 (100%)

15

3

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

69

45 (65.2%)

19 (27.5%)

2 (2.9%)

43 (62.3%)

26 (37.7%)

18 (26.1%)

17

1

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

12

11 (91.7%)

1 (8.3%)

0

7 (58.3%)

5 (41.7%)

12 (100%)

11

1

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

2

2 (100%)

0

0

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

2 (100%)

2

0

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

83

60 (72.3%)

17 (20.5%)

1 (1.2%)

54 (65.1%)

29 (34.9%)

5 (6%)

5

0

ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

79

38 (48.1%)

18 (22.8%)

7 (8.9%)

62 (78.5%)

17 (21.5%)

68 (86.1%)

68

0

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

11

5 (45.5%)

3 (273%)

1 (9.1%)

6 (54.5%)

5 (45.5%)

11 (100%)

8

3

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

26

8 (30.8%)

8 (30.8%)

0

22 (84.6%)

4 (15.4%)

7 (26.9%)

7

0

MITIGATIONS
6

Black
4 (66.7%)

Latino
2 (33.3%)

White
0

Male
4 (66.7%)

Female
2 (33.3%)

Restraints Total
6 (100%)

Metal
6

Velcro
0

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

2

2 (100%)

0

0

0

2 (100%)

0

0

0

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

23

17 (73.9%)

6 (26.1%)

0

16 (69.6%)

7 (30.4%)

4 (17.4%)

4

0

QUEENS

STATEN ISLAND
ARRESTS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

24

19 (79.2%)

5 (28.8%)

0

17 (70.8%)

7 (29.2%)

23 (95.8%)

23

0

CRISES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

2

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

0

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

2 (100%)

1

1

JUV. REPTS.

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

9

5 (55.6%)

2 (22.2%)

2 (22.2%)

5 (55.6%)

4 (44.4%)

1 (11.1%)

1

0

MITIGATIONS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PINS

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SUMMONSES

Black

Latino

White

Male

Female

Restraints Total

Metal

Velcro

16

11 68.8%)

3 (18.8%)

2 (12.5%)

12 (75%)

4 (25%)

6 (37.5%)

6

0

Appendix C

Kali Cohn
Staff Attorney
kcohn@aclutx.org

VIA EMAIL
October 25, 2016
Director of Risk Management
Aldine ISD
14910 Aldine Westfield Rd.
Houston, Texas 77032
pguidry@aldine.k12.tx.us
RE:

Request for Public Information / Aldine ISD

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the Texas Public Information Act, Texas Government Code Ch. 552, I
request the following information1 maintained by the Aldine Independent School District
(“Aldine ISD” or the “District”) and its employees and agents related to school police in the
District:
1. Documents sufficient to show all commissioned peace officers (“Officers”) and other
local police department or Aldine ISD Police Department personnel assigned to District
schools, including:
a. Officer or personnel name;
b. Assigned school;
c. Officer or personnel’s length of service at that school; and
d. Officer or personnel’s other non-school, police-related assignments.
2. Any and all policies, procedures, training materials, and/or directives related to
Officers assigned to schools or with specific responsibility for responding to schools,
including school resource officers (“SROs”), currently in effect, whether created
solely by the District or in conjunction with another entity, or provided to the District
by any state or local agent, including:
a. Criteria for hiring or placement as a school-based Officer, including an SRO;

The term “information” as used in this request includes all records or communications in
written or electronic form, including but not limited to correspondence, documents, data,
videotapes, audio tapes, emails, faxes, telephone messages, logs, files, guidance, guidelines,
evaluations, instructions, analyses, memoranda, agreements, notes, orders, policies, procedures,
protocols, reports, rules, training manuals, other manuals, or studies.
1

1

b. Policy, agreement, or other document outlining when and where Officers may
enter school campuses;
c. Policy or other document describing when an Officer may detain, question,
arrest, handcuff, and/or transport a student;
d. Policy or other document addressing use of force by an Officer or another in
an interaction with a juvenile or student;
e. Policy or other document outlining whether and when an Officer may carry
weapons, including but not limited to tasers, batons, pepper spray, or firearms,
on school grounds or at school events.
f. Policy or document requiring training of Officers placed in schools, including
any training documents addressing:
i. Use of force, including permissible restraint techniques;
ii. Interrogation methods, including Reid interrogation methods;
iii. Distinguishing school misconduct from criminal conduct;
iv. De-escalation techniques;
v. Working with specific populations, including juveniles, students with
disabilities, and people of color;
vi. Counseling;
vii. Teaching; and
viii. Emergency response.
g. Policy or other document pertaining to evaluation criteria for Officers
assigned to schools.
To the extent possible, I request that this information be provided electronically.
Materials may be sent by email to kcohn@aclutx.org, by fax to (713) 942-8966, or by mail to
P.O. Box 600169, Dallas, TX 75360. As responses to this request will be used for public
education purposes, I request that any expenses associated with this request be waived. If
unwaived expenses associated with this request will exceed $40.00, please contact me before
proceeding.
The Texas Public Information Act mandates that if you are unable to produce the
requested information within 10 business days of this request, you certify that fact in writing and
set a date within a reasonable time when the information will be available. Should you elect to
withhold or delete any information, please justify your decision by referencing specific
exemptions under the Act. Under provisions of the Public Information Act, I reserve the right to
appeal should you determine to withhold any information sought in my request.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. Please
contact me by email at kcohn@aclutx.org or by telephone at (214) 346-6577.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
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Kali Cohn
ACLU Foundation of Texas
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